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56. In August 1971 William Sullivan delivered to Robert Mardizrr the
files and logs respecting the 1969-71 wiretaps and the FBI sU~/eillances
on Joseph Kraft. Shortly thereafter ~~rdian delivered these records to
the White House. According to Mardian, when the nateri~ls were delivered
by him to the wnite House Henry Kissinger and Alexander Haig were present
and assured thenselves that the su~ries of ~~retap information were
identical to the SUr::r::TIariesthat Kissinger had previously received.
A similar check was made with Haldeman as to summaries sent to hin.
Mardian has stated that two of the sur:znariessent to Ha Ldeman we r'e
missing from Haldesan's records. }~rdian then delivered the files and
wiretap logs to John Ehrlichman in the wnite House.
56.1
56.2
~
56.3
56.4
56.5
56.6
Robert Hardian Int ervdew , FBI. May 10, 1973
(received from Department of Justice).
c. D. Brennan interview, FBI, May 9, 1973, 2-3 (re-
ceived from Department of Justice).
Hemorandum from T. J. Smith to E. S. Miller, Nay 13,
1973, 8 (receive~ from Department of Justice).
John Ehr'lich!!'.anL terv.Lew, FBI, Xay 11, 1973, 2-3.
Robert ~~rdian testimony, 6 SSC 240-08.
JOlliLEhrlichnan testimony, 6 sse 2533-34.
.:
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57. On July 29, 1971 the President sent a letter to FBI Director
Hoover asking him to furnish Krogh with files containing material about
the investigation of E11sberg and the Pentagon Papers. In response,
on August 3, 1971, Hoover sent Krogh copies of FBI interviews and other
material. In connection with its investigation of the disclosure and
publication of 'the Pentagdn Papers, the Special Investigations Unit
also from time to time received information from the Department of
Defense, the Department of State and other government agencies.
57.1 Letter from J. Edgar Hoover to President Nixon,
August 2, 1971 (received from White House).
57.2 Letter from J. Edgar Hoover to Egi1 Krogh,
August 3, 1971, sse Exhibit No. 94, 6 sse 2655.
57.3 E. Howard Hunt testimony, 9 SSC 3666-67.
t-
57.4 John Ehr1ichman testimony, Subcommittee of the
Senate Appropriations Committee Executive Session,
May 30, 1973, 339 (received from Senate Appro-
priations Committee) •.
57.5 Memorandum from Egi1 Krogh and David Young toJohn Ehrlichman, July 30, 1971 (received from
White House).
57.6 Memorandum from Egi1 Krogh and David Youngto John Ehr1ichman, August 2, 1971 (received
from White House).
57.7 Memorandum from Egi1 Krogh and David Young toJohn Ehr1ichman, August 12, 1971 (received from
White House).
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58. In the week prior to August 5, 1971, Krogh, Young, Hunt and Liddy
discussed information that the FBI had sought to interview E11sberg's
psychiatrist, Lewis-Fielding, but that Fielding had refused to discuss
anything involving any of his patients. There was discussion about
someone going into Fielding's office to find whatever information there
was about E11sberg. Liddy said that when he was in the FBI he had been
involved in an entry operation. There was discussion of whether Cuban
Americans who had worked with Hunt on the Bay of Pigs invasion might
be available to make the actual entry into Fielding's office.
58.1 Egi1 Krogh Grand Jury testimony, January 30, 1974,
23-26.
58.2 David Young Grand Jury testimony, August 22, 1973,
54-55.
58.3 Lewis Fielding affidavit, United States v. Russo,
April 29, 1973, 2.
-__ 58.4 E. Howard Hunt testimony, Grand Jury, People v.
Ehrlichman, June 6, 1973, 238-39.
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59. On or about August 5, 1971 Krogh and Young reported to Ehrlichman
that the FBI had been unable to gain access to Fielding's files on
Ellsberg. They told Ehr1ichman that to examine these records something
other than regular channels through the FBI or through the ongoing agencies
would have to be undertaken. Krogh told Ehr1ichman that there were
individuals in the unit and individuals available who had professional
experience in this ~nd of investigation. Ehr1ichman said that he would
think about it. Ehr1ichman has stated that he discussed with the Presi-
dent the need to send Hunt and Liddy to California to pursue the E11sberg
investigation and the President responded that Krogh should do.whatever
was necessary to get to the bottom of the matter -- to learn Daniel
Ellsberg's motive and potential for further action.
59.1 Egi1 Krogh Grand Jury testimony, January 30, 1914, 28-30.
59.2 David Young Grand Jury testimony, August 22, 1973, 39-42.
r 59.3 John Ehr1ichman testimony, Grand Jury, People v. Ehr1ichman,
June 8, 1973, 547-48, 603 (received from Los Angeles County
Grand Jury).
59.4 John Ehr1ichman affidavit, United States v. Ehr1ichman,
April 26, 1974, 7-8.
59.5 John Ehr1ichman log, July 29, 1971 and August 5, 1971
(received from SSC).
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60. According to a document in the file of the Special
Investigations Unit entitled IISpecific Projects as of August 10,
1971,11 in addition to the investigation of Ellsberg and the Pentagon
Papers and the SALT disclosure, the Unit undertook projects with re-
spect to an analysis of leaks, press regulations, classification and
declassification systems, the cancellation of sof tware contracts and
a polygraph study.
60.1 Document entitled "Specific Projects as of
August 10~ 1971lffrom the files of the Special
Investigations Unit (received from White House).
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61. On August 11, 1971 the CIA delivered to Krogh and Young a
psychological profile on Ellsberg dated August 9, 1971. 'On the same
day Krogh and Young submitted a written status report to Ehr1ichman
on the entire Pentagon Papers project. The report referred to the
psychological profile of Ellsberg that had been received, but stated
that Krogh and Young considered it to be superficial. Krogh and
Young r-ecommended that a covert operation be undertaken to exami.ne
all the medical files still held by El1sberg's psychoanalyst covering
the two year period in which Ellsberg was undergoing analysis.
Ehrlichman stated his approval of the recoIT~endation if done with Krogh
and Young's assurance that it "lasnot traceable. Copies of the August 11
status report which were furnished by the Hhite House to the House
Judiciary Committee had the paragraph recommending a covert operation
and Ehrlichman's approval deleted.
61.1 CIA Director of Security affidavit, Hay 9, 1973
(received from CIA).
61.2 Letter from CIA Director of Security to David Young,
August 11, 1971 (received from CIA).
61.3 Preliminary psychological study, August 9, 1971
(received from CIA).
61.4 John Ehrlichman testimony, 6 SSC 2545-46.
61.5 Memorandum from Egil Krogh and David Young to John
Ehrlichman, August 11, 1971 and routing slip from
John Ehrlichman to David Young and Egil Krogh,
SSC Exhibit No. 90, 6 SSC 2643-45.
61. 6 Nemorandum from Egil Krogh and David Young to John
Ehrlichman, August 11, 1971 (received from I-TIite
House). [8260]
62. By memorandum dated August 11, 1971 Young contacted the State
Department to enable Hunt to revieH and obtain copies of State Departnent
cable files covering Vietnam during 1963., At an earlier date shortly
after Hunt wa s employed at the 'Hhite House, Hunt and Colson had talked
to Colonel Lucien Conein, a retired CIA employee formerly stationed in
Vietnam who \-lasfamiliar with the events leading up to the overthrow and
death of South Vietnamese President Diem in 1963. Hunt has testified
that on the basis of material in the State Department files and apparent
omissions from the files he concluded that there was reason to believe
that the Kennedy Administration had been implicitly responsible for the
assassination of Diem and his brother. Hunt fabricated cables designed to
implicate the Kennedy Administration in the deaths. Hunt then took steps
to have the cables publicized. Hunt has testified that he was acting
under the instructions of Colson. Colson has denied this. The copies
of ~the S£ate Department cables and the forged cables were taken from
Hunt's safe in June 1972 and delivered to L. Patrick Gray, who later
destroyed them.
62.1 Memorandum from Egil Krogh and David Young to
William Macomber, August 11, 1971 (received from
l.;rhiteHouse).
62.2 Telephone transcript of Conein, Hunt and "F.C."
(Colson), July 9, 1971, SSC Exhibit ~o. 149, 9 SSC
3881-85.
62.3 Hemorandum from Howard Osborn to Inspector General,
February 5, 1974, (received from CIA).
[8261]
62.4 E. Howard Hunt testimony, 9 SSC 3667-70, 3672-73,
3732-33, 3771-72.
62.5 Charles Colson deposition, Democratic National
Committee v. McCord, July 3, 1973, 36-40.
62.6 Memorandum from Charles Colson to Egi1 Krogh,
July 30, 1971 and memorandum from E. Howard
Hunt to Charles Colson, July 27, 1971 (received
from White House). .
62.7 Memorandum from E. Howard Hunt.to Charles Colson,
August 2, 1971 (received from White House).
62.8 Memorandum from Egi1 Krogh and David Young to
John Ehr1ichman, September 20, 1971 (received
from White House).
62.9 Memorandum from Charles Colson to John Ehrlichman,
September 24, 1971 (received from White House).
62.10 William Lambert interview, SSC, August 7, 1973,
1, 3-7 (received from sse).
62.11 L. Patrick Gray testimony, 9 SSC 3467-70.
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63. On August 12, 1971 Young, Hunt and Liddy met with the CIA staff
psychiatrist who had directed the preparation of the Ellsberg psychological
profile to discuss further development of the profile. Young told the
psychiatrist of Ehrlichman's and Kissinger's personal interest in the
profile and stated that the President had been informed of the study.
63.1 CIA staff psychiatrist affidavit, May 9, 1973
(received from CIA).
63.2 CIA staff psychiatrist testimony, Subcommittee of
the Senate Appropriations Committee Executive Session,
May 10, 1973, 111-12 (received from Senate Appropria-
tions Committee).
63.3 E. Howard Hunt testimony, 9 SSC 3805-06.
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64. In discussions in mid-August 1971 concerning the plan to gain
access to Dr. Fielding's files on Ellsberg, Krogh and Young told Hunt
and Liddy not to be present when the operation was executed because of
their association with the White House. During this period Hunt went to
Miami, Florida where he recruited Bernard Barker for the operation.
Barker had worked with Hunt in connection with the Bay of Pigs invasion.
Barker then recruited Felipe DeDiego and Eugenio Martinez, who had
participated in intelligence work with Barker on previous occasions.
64.1 Egil Krogh affidavit, United States v. Krogh,
May 4, 1973, 4.
64.2 E. Howard Hunt testimony, 9 SSC 3773.
64.3 E. Howard Hunt testimony, Grand Jury, People v.
Ehrlichman, June 6, 1973, 281-85 (received from
Los Angeles County Grand Jury).
64.4 Bernard Barker testimony, 1 sse 357, 375-76.
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65. On or about August 19, 1971, Daniel Schorr, a television
commentator for CBS News, was invited to the White House to meet
with Presidential aides in connection with an allegedly unfavorable
news analysis by Schorr of a Presidential speech. Thereafter, while
traveling with the President, Haldeman directed Lawrence Higby, one
of his aides, to obtain an FBI background report on Schorr. The FBI,
following Higby's request, conducted an extensive investigation of
Schorr. The FBI immediately interviewed 25 persons in seven hours,
including members of Schorr's family, friends, employers, and the
like. Schorr never consented to such an investigation. Following
public disclosure of the investigation, the White House stated that
Schorr was investigated in connection with a potential appointment
as an assistant to the Chairman of the Environmental Quality Council.
He was never appointed. Haldeman has testified that Schorr was not
,being considered for any federal appointment and that he could not
remember why the request was made.
65.1 Daniel Schorr testimony, Subcommittee on Constitutional
Rights of Senate Judiciary Committee, February 1, 1972,
416-18, 421-25.
65.2 H.R. Haldeman testimony, 8 SSC 3156-57.
65.3 Lawrence Higby interview, SSC, June 22, 1973, 4.
65.4 John Dean testimony, 3 SSC 1071.
[8265]
66. On August 19, 1971 Krogh and Young informed Ehrlichman that
Colson had been instructed by the President to get something out on the
Pentagon Papers. On August 24, 1971, Ehrlichman forwarded to Colson a
memorandum on Leonard Boudin, Daniel Ellsberg's attorney, which was
prepared by Howard Hunt. Colson released the Hunt memorandum to a
newspaper reporter.
66.1 E. Howard Hunt testimony, 9 SSC 3673.
66.2 Memorandum from Egil Krogh and David Young to John
Ehrlichman, August 19, 1971 (received from White
House).
66.3 Memorandum from John Ehrlichman to Charles Colson,
August 24, 1971, with attachment (received from
White House).
66.4 Jerald F. ter Horst affidavit, -Exhibit 159, 9 SSC
3895-96.
66.5 United States v. Colson. Information June 3, 1974.,
r- --- 66.6 United States v. Colson, transcript of proceedings,
June 3, 1974, 4-11.
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56. In August 1971 William Sullivan delivered to Robert l1ardian the
files and logs respecting the 1969-71 wiretaps and the FBI su~/ei1lances
on Joseph Kraft. Shortly thereafter ~~rdian delivered these records to
the White House. According to Mardian, when the ma terLaLs were delivered"
by him to the wnite House Henry Kissinger and Alexander Raig were present
and assured thenselves that the su~ries of ~~retap information were
identical to the summaries that Kissinger had previously received.
A siailer check was made with Haldeman as to summaries sent to hin.
Mardian has stated that two of the sunn.aries sent to Haldeman we r'e
missing from Haldesan's records. Mardian then delivered the files and
wiretap logs to John Ehr1ichman in the ~nite House.
56.1 Robert Hardian LntervIew , FBI, May 10, 1973
(received from De?artuent of Justice).
56.2 c. D. Brennan interview, FBI, May 9, 1973, 2-3 (re-
ceived from Department of Justice).
56~3 Hemorandum from T. J. Smith to E. S. Hiller, Hay 13,
1973, 8 (received from Department of Justice).
56.4 John Ehilichman i..'1terview,FBI, May 11, 1973, 2-3.
56.5 Robert Hardian testinony, 6 sse 240-08.
56.6 John Ehr1ichnan testimony, 6 sse 2533-34.
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56.1 Robert Mardian interview
Robert Narc!.ianinte.rvie':.r
Fe.deral Bureau of Investigation 302
:[2.y 10, 1973
Robert C. Harcien, residence 2323 North Central (Regen(:y House)
Phoenix, Arizona, home phone 263-3959, business phone 264-5931, was
inter:viewed on Hey 10, 1973.
At the. onset of the interview Hr. Nardian was adlJised of his con-
stitutio:lal rights. He. ,,125 specifically advised that he did no t have to
make any stat~ents aad if he did they could be ~sed against hiD in a
court of le~. Ee. ~as advised that he had a right to an attorney.
Hr. Hardian replied th.at he.was an attorney and formerly an Assistant
Attorney Ge...'"leralof the.United States and vas aware of his righ ts ~,
Hr . Hardian ~.rasadvised that this interview specifically pertained
to records of w~retap in£o~ation allegedly given to hiw,on or about July,
1971, by Charles Brennan ....mo was then an Assistant Director of the :FBI.
Nr. Hardian advised that on the advice of his counsel, Hr. David
Bress, he could nQt ~s~er any questions concerning material he Day
have received from Assistant Director Brennan .. He said further that the
President of the United States had issued an order that no Federal employee
was to talk about catters concerning national security. He said that
although he was not now a Federal el!lployee,he felt the President's'
order applied to hb. He said that he vanted.to cooperate vith the FBI;
that he vas specifically instructed by his attorney, Nr. Bress, to tell
any inquiring S'Pecial Agent ",homay interviet-lhim from the FBI that
General Ale...xanderHaig had the informat.ion the FBI Han ted and to ~o
no further in his conversation or interview.
He said further that he felt conpelled not to disclose any infornation
concerning any direct comzunication he had had with the President of t~e
United States and suggested that the infomation desired by the F31 could
be obtained fro3 General Haig, John Ehrlicr~an, H. R. Halde~an and
Dr. Henry Kissinger.
~.rr.Nardian ,.rasadvised that for the purposes of this inquiry
perhaps he) Hr. ~.rardian,,;auld be ,.;rillingto skirt the.issues arid the
[8270]
Robert NacciCln Ln t c rv i.ev
Federal Bu r e.au of L'V2...stigatioQ 302
Hey 10, 1973
inte.rvieT ..r continue. ,r:Ltno'.lt specific r e f erenc es to people and specific
circt!.!ilStance.s. Hr. H2.reian said that he Houle be trilling to do this in.
order to show his cooperation uith the Federal Bureau of .IiJ.vestigation.
He said he preferred cis coraaent s ';.muld be off the r ecord and just
bet,'leen us. Ee was im:;:.!ediately advised by Inspector Hillia.:l i'leincke
tha~ this could not occur and any ensuing conversation was definitely and
positively on the. record. Hr. l'lar-dian said, "Hell, let's try it."
:L1r.Hardian was asked if he knev Mr. Charles Brennan. He. advised
"Yes, I do." Er. :'fardian was asked if he rec2.11ed an incident in July of
1971 when he. migh.t have received a package or a'bag containing Lnf ortaat i.on
from Mr. Brennan. lie. replied "Yes, II and then related the f oLl.owf.ng
information:
He said that he. would like to start from the beginning and advised
that someth~e in July, 1971, Assistant to the Director of the FBI
Hilli2.!ll C. Sulllva:l contacted him (the precise location he could not recall)
and told him taat; ha (Sulliv2.J.'1) was in trouble wi.ch the Director of the FBI3
Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, 2.J."l.aexpected that he ~ight in fact be fired. He did
not explain why. He said that he had information that was "out of channel, H,
that he wanted to tu~ over to the President of the United States. He said
this was wiretap inroroation and that, in his opinion, l:!.r. Hoover could
not be entrusted vith this viretap inior;;.ation. Hr , Sulli'lan continued in
conversation saying th2.t Hr. Hoover had used wiretap infor;:cation to
blackmail other Preside!lts of the United States and vas afraid that he could
blacknail }Ir. Nixon ,.rith this infor.!lation. Hr. Sullivan reiterated his
request of Mr. Mardian to personally contact th~ President of the United
States and pass along Hr. Sullivan's information and request.ot
Hr. Nardian said that he could not do this. Nr. Hardian said he
told Hr. Sullivan that he \-larked for the Attorney General or the United
States, who Dbviously was his inr:lediate superior, and if he had any
contac t ,rith the President at all, it DUS t be "ith Nr. John Hitchell' s full
k.,."1owledgeand that he wouLd bring this to Hr. Hitchell' s at teution
in:;::ediately. 11:::-.Hardi2.n recalled that Nr. Sullivan appeared to be
disoleased with the fact that he, Mr. Mardian, would not go directly to
the· President. Eowever, he cannot now recall any specific co~e~ts
Mr. Sullivan Dade in this regard.
Nr. Naraia::; said that this was the f i.r s t t izie he knev of the existence
of "out-of-chanr::el" "riretap infomation. He said he subsequently learned
-2-
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Pober t; l·[arcianLn t e.rvLew
Federal Bure2U of Investigation 302
Hay 10, 1973
that this ~riretap was ordered by Dr. Henry Kissinger or.behalf of the
President. P-e ca~~ot recall if he learned this from tne ~nite House or
from Hr. Sullivan. E.e said this point is sbply not clear in his cind.
In any eve0.t:he is sure it was. orde.red by Dr. Kissinger and the pu-=-pos.::
of the w-1.retap-.;asto dete~ine. ...-10 0 in the 'IlLiteHouse w as leaking inior-
ma tLon __ very vit22. i:l£orwation _- ,rith regard to the Strate.gie A:r:lS
L;~itation Telks (S_\LT)then in neootiation ~th Russia. Dr. Kissinoer~ . 0
had learned that the ~nited States bargaining position with regard to S_;LT
vas being thre.a:ened because the upper lini.::sas well as the lo.....er li1::its
which the United States would agree upon were known outside of the Hhite.
House. Dr. Kissinger f eLt;that this was a very serious breach of national
security and, for.that reason, suggested to the President that the wiretaps
be initiated.
:Hr.Nardian said, as best he could recall, he went immediately to
Nr. Eitchell ,.;rith-fr.Sullivan's request and infornation. He advti.sed he
ca~~ot recall the specific conversation other than the fact he s~?ly
relayed Mr. Sullivai's request. He said Mr. Mitchell replied that be
vould handle. it. -,
Nr~ Hardia!l said at this point his DesOry on time and dates is poor
bu t feels that it wa s in a very short period of tLne af ter his conversation
,.;ithHr . Hitchell that he received a telephone call fran the \[nite House
in San Clemente, California. Nr. Hardian said he ,.;ould.prefer not to
say at this tise who called hiB, but he received instructions at that t~e
to take the tr.'l.ite~ouse. shuttle, an Air :Forceplane, f roa Aridrevs ."'ir
Force Base and fly icmediately to the Hhite ~ouse at San Cle::1ente,
California. He. acvised he complied ~th that instruction, cade ar:-aoge-
2ents, and icn:ediately left. He said he believed this was on a Sunday
and feels sure. t aac it ',.;aseither the last two ,..eeks of July or the first: two
veeks in August of 1971. Upon further reflection, he said that it rrust
have been during the last t~o weeks of July because he caintains a residence
in California ic close proxi::lityto the Hestern \[niteHouse in San Cler:ente
and that this house was rented until the end of July. He said that had the
house not been :::2.nt~dhe is sure that he wou Ld have stayed there ov erni.gnz ,
and he now recalls that he did not stay at his o,;nresicence. Therefore,
he placed the t~e frase.during the latter t90 weeks or July.
He saie the follcw~ng Doming after'his arrival in San Cle=ente,
California, he ',.;~n::ci:;:-ectlyco the lIestern ~';niteHous~ arid spoke w i t h
the Presicieo.tof the united St<J.tas,~[r. ~i::O::1. He said he received at
-3-
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Retvped froG inlistinct original
Robert Hardiao interview
Federal BUTe2U of Investigatioa 302
Nay 10, 1973
that ti!ne two instructions - one was to get the FBI material from
Nr.· U. C. Su Ll i.van arid deliver it to the IJ;:Lite House, and the second ",as
to check to see if all the. ma t er La I the HIlite House had in ;·Jashi.ogtoo,
D. C., mat chad the caterial supplied by }fr. Sullivan.
Nr. Hardien said. he made ir=ediate flight arrange.oents and
returned to 1..'aso-;T1gton,D. C.
Mr. Hardian adv Ls ad that he canno t now recall how he contacted
Mr. Sullivan, bea~g in mind that he had had many contacts with
Hr. Sullivan durL=.3 his, Mr. Hardian's tenure with the Departnent of
Justice. Ho said that he conveyed the Presidentrs message to Hr. Sullivan
and asked h.ira to supply all of the wiretap ma t er La.L to h.ira as soon as
possible.
Hr. Hardian said shortly thereafter Mr. Charles Brennan, Assistant
Directo:::' of the FBI, appeared in his office wi th an "old heat up" satchel,
as best he could recall olive drab in color, reeasuring approxic.ately 8
inches by 12 L~ches by 17 inches. He said he also specifically remembered
that this satchel had Hilliam C. Sullivan's initials on it. He said he canno t;
specifically recall a middle initial but he is sure that W. S. vas on the
satchel. He said he specifically recalls the initials bei~g o~ the satchel
because they we.re affixed by a tape upon wh Lch the. initials we r e stamped.
He cannot recall any conversation with Mr. Brennanat this tine
concerning Hr. Brennan I s turning over this materiel. He said he h as the
distinct i.c?ression that Mr. Brennan did not know anything about the
contents of the satchel.
Mr. Merdian said that he placed the satchel in a locked closet in his
office. He said that he then called the lfuite House in Washington, D. C.,
advising that he had the material. Again, Hr. Mardian said he ,,,ould
prefer not to n azie the individual in the \,-nite House to whcm he made the
call. He said that at this point the ti;:!ing is hazy. He says, as bese he
can r~ember, the satchel stayed in his office for approx~ately two days,
before. he go!: a call f r om the \-ihite Eou se to br~:lg it. over and to d e.Lf.ve r
it to Dr. Kissbger and General Hai.g . ~·fr. Nard~an s ai.d he responded to
the \;;'1.ite Eo~se request right 2~.;ay.
. He said ~.[t:enhe want; Lut o the 1,llite House he ,.-ent directly to
Dr. Kissinger's oEfice. Dr. Kissinger and General Haig were present •
. - _ i j r ....raarab e red ('.'12 l' nci::lent 'uec2.use ~·;:J.er'..he cam,:>
Ee said he Sp2C~!lCa~~y ~- ~ - -
0:- igin ...~1
I
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~etyp2i fros indi3tinct original
Robert l-!ardian Ln t.e rv Lew
Federal Bureau of Investigation 302
Nay 10, 1973
into the.office, Dr. Kissinger addressed a remark which l1r. Hardian felt
was in ext reae.Ly poor tas te uude r the cLr cums tance.s, to h.iraseLf > Mr.
Hardian, and to Dr. Kissinger's secretary. Dr. Kissinger said somethina
to the.effect, "Do you have w-hat I said on the phone," implying accordi~
to Hr. Ha::..::!ian,taat Nardian had results of a wiretap on Dr. Kissinger.
Mr. Hardian sai.d that he. felt this was in such poor taste that it did not
require a reply. D::-. Ki.ssiIlgeralso said that he had been keeping logs
for the ti=e. wuen he. ~~ites his memoirs, but laughed and said he doesn't
keep them any more , Nr. Nardian felt that this was simply a j oc~lar
response, and there was no truth whatever in it nor was there intended to,
be.
Nr. Hardian said that in Dr. Kissinger's and General Haig's presence
he opened the bag and removed a group or papers from the bag "clipped
togethe.r" w-ith a sheet of paper on top whf.ch had the chronological listing
of st'~aries of 'Hireta? information that had been previously furnished
by the FBI to the Vnite. House. He said that he and Dr. Kissinger checked
by date and satisfied themselves that Dr. Kissinger's material oatched
with the.eovex sheet whf.ch Hr. Hardian vas using. Mr. Nardian said that
he ca~~ot recall ever looking at the summaries or ever discussing the
sucmaries th~selves but sL~ply checking the cover sheet by date. He
said that he. cannot recall any yellow copies of summa ry Lnf ortaacLon in the
bag but said that his memory is poor on this point, and that is not to state
that they HEre not in the bag. He said the bag was crarimed full and it
obtained f rosi wiretaps and the logs f ro:nwhi ch the sumznarLe s we re wr i t ten ,
He said he was trying to be helpful on this point but simply cannot describe
the appearance of the papers in the bag at this tL~e but again reiterated it
is his distinct i=lpression that they were ~.riretaplogs and sucmaries. At
this point :1r. l'Ia::-dianvas specifically asked whether or not there were
any La t t ers in tha bag to the Attorney General of the United States ,vritten.
by the FEI Taquesting the ~riretaps be initiated. He replied i~ediately
that he could not recall them being in the baf and said that it was his im-pression
that they had n~t be~~ authorized by the Attorney Gener:l. He was specifically
asked to c Lari.fy this point at ~;hich time he retreated r rom the s t atecisnr 2....'1d
said that that ,;as s izipLy a surtri se of his. He said he never saw) to his
recollection, any authorization by the Attorney General in connection ,nth
this seri.es of ,.-fretap::;but said that no one told h.ira there vas no authoriza-
tions nor did he have any factual infor::lationthat wou Ld LridLcace the viret:a?s
were anythi~g but duly authorized by the Attorney Gene!"al.
[ :-0:,2.etype,j
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Robert: Nardi2..nintervie:,.,.
Feder.:!lBure.auof Envas ti.gatLoa 302
Nay 10, 1973
He sai~ that after he and Dr. Kissinger and Ger.eral Haig were
satisfie.d thzt the oaterial in Dr. Henry Kissinger's office catched the
itemized list, he.walked into Nr. Halde.oan's office, He said aga.in this
point is not ca=?letely clear in his Dine but h~ has the distinct i=pres-
sian that he. left tha check list w~th i-Ir.Haldeman to check aga.ins t the
su:::zariesth.atHaLdezaanhad Ln b-is possession in his owno£fice..
He said that:as a result of Ur. Halde..::nan'schack, as best he can.
recall.!'two of tae 5'~ari.es w-hicnwere se.nt to the lfuite House did
not check agai.nst t~a list. He said ~_isoemory could be at fault and that
in effect, it could have been two that ,.ere in Dr. Kissinger Is possession; ~
however, he feals that the tw~ missing su=maries were nissing from
.the suramarias wb.i.ch}!r.HaLdeznanchecked against the itemized list.
I·
After Hr. H2.1de.oancompleted his check, Hr. Mardian said he
retrieved the.bag ,-rithall its conte.nts and waLked into the Oval Room of
the I~te House and left the bag. He was specifically asked to whc~ he
gave the bag. He said he preferred not to answer because of the
President's order concerning employees talking about national securi.ty
infor.::lation.Nr. Hardian was specifically asked "Did you give the bag
to Nr. Nixon, the.President or the United States?" He sat back ip hJ.s
c~air,shrugged his sho~lders, hesitated an~~aid,~I __~~ot answer that
q_uestion~" Hr. Hardian Sala that this ended the entire LncLden t .a~
as he was concerned \-lithregard to the bag that was turned over to him
by Mr. Brennan. Ee said that while he had the bag in his possession he
see8S to recall that he did check ,nth SOweone in the Dep~rCment of
Justice to see if sl1m~aries they had received checked against the check
list Hl-ich was on top and clipped to the su~aries. Hr. Nardian said
that it is ~-is intent to be co~letely c~"did ,nth the F31 bu~ that he cannot
now reconstrt!ct i:1 his nind exactly when this latter incident occur:ed.
.. -.
Nr. Hardian said taat; it is his recollection that when he ccmp ar-ad
the wOite House s'~2.ries with the check list in Dr. Kissinge~'s office.
with Dr. !::i.ssi!:gerand General Haig, that none of the su=::::nariesor the
ent~ies on the c~ec~ list I.erebeyond 1969. Upon. further reflection~ he
said again that although he cinnot recall any summary dated later than
1969, he can:1ot sake the statcnent that he is absolutely positive on this
point. He said he wants co beaDsohltely accurate in everything he is
saying to the.:::31and he si::lplycannot recall anything beyond 1969.
Mr. Mardian ~as asked if there was anything else he could recall
tha t cras not cov2::-edi.n the ·intervie,.;t ha t was g2r.:Ja~eto the LncLdent;
. . .
O::'-l,g-Lr!Cl.!..
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Rob ert Na.:;:-dianL tervLew
Federal Bu.:-eauof Investigation 302
~'by 10, 1973
LnvoLving the.bag ,;.;r-..i.chhe.received f roraAssis tant Direc tor Charles
Brennan. E~ said lIyes," that just prior to tnis-interview being then
conducted he had received a cell froI:!Hillia!!lC. Sullivan. Hill:i.2.mC.
Sullivan said that he was preparing a.nswers for'the FBI on this very
incident and he.,.-antedto clarify in his own mind the entire. incident.
Hr. Sullivan, in effect, in his telephone conversation said "Bob" do you
recall oy sanding this wiretap infOr3ation to you for review by the
DepartJ::antof Justice." Hr. Nardian replied to Hr. Sullivan that he
did not recall that at all and said the facts as he, Hardian, knew tham
were. that someti..::.e,~.,.,July, 1971, that Hr. Sullivan called h.Lm, asking
hiD to call tne Pr25icient of the United States because ~Ir. Sullivan had
,.;riretapmaterial in his possession and at that ti.l::ewas in trouble with
the Director of the FBI. Hr. J. Edgar Hoover, and cight be fired.
Mcrdian said he recounted to Mr. Sullivan that Mr. Sullivan had told hin
at that tiwe that in Sullivan's opinion Hr. Hoover couldn't be trusted with
this type of in£on::atio;'lin that Hr . Hoover might use it against the.
President, as he ~~d done in previous A~inistrations, and for that
reason he vanted the President noti£ ied of the axis t enca of the ciac er-La L,
Hr. Hardian also refreshed. Hr. Sullivan's mind by asking if he recalled
the.fact that Mr. Mardian had first gone to the Attorney General and then
received specific orders fran tha President of the United States.
. l' d "Bo] I h· k ' . h " d ,. h .Mr. Stillivan rep 1e .Ob, t In. you re rlg. t, an sala t.at hlS,
Sullivan's, m8Cnry was getting very .poor.
..
Mr. Mardian said at the conc10sion of the interview that it was
obvious he had gone way beyond the advice of his attorney and Day have,
in f act , violated the President l s order wLt.h regard to national security
in:orr:lation. Hr. l-fardiansaid that although it Day tur:'lout that he
should have follo~ad his attorney's advice, he told the story candidly and
as best he could recall and did it because it was the truth and he wanted
nezbers of the F3: and of the Departoent of Justice to kno~ that he is
e truthful and ho~orable person.
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TAr. l1r'..r'dian Yi3.S ~!.::L(;d i! he Ln~~.'lTilr. Cl13..r18s Erc!1n:ln. He advised
tr:r s I do II ....., ·..0-··H ...n "")'" ~"'·'<,·.i u',:i'o rep')!'/">-,'''n in ...i.icnt i -,·..1 I:J. C , • ;...: ~~~~ U.i..:.:j. ,:,_0.) .:....... ..;.. ~v .......;...J.;..~i..I. ,._. ~ .... L:J ."";:1 n ~:.1..ly OJ.
1971 Yll10U be mi:;nt nave r-eceived a p2.Cl·.2.Z8 OJ:"a D:lg c0:10jl1i~~ inioZ'L1~~ti~
from tlr. Dr8,~n. Be replicd "'lCD, II a::d then rotated tIl(! [ollov;ing
infOl"n:l2.Lion:
...
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, . h th r T 'l .,. . J 1 -: • t . , -wmc no 0n.J e:l >.;.t~:.~CS·,708:1 ~:3TC2 upcn were L:X.07~:10:.: ciuo or the \\;l1it~
BOLles. Dr. I::is~in[~crIclt t:8 t this W:lS a very ser ious breach of n;.....tia::ai
£:ccu.rity and, for that I'C::lSO:1, sUJ;;·cstc:1 to the Prcr;iacnt that the Ylirctac3
be iaitiatsd. . .. . '
_.
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that time ['.;..·0 if!~t~~cti~:~,s- - ~~0 '.~a'~S tv"'s(t t~lS FlJI r~~~tori:-: 1 !~O::1
1Il'ir \'":/ C l-,.'1;;·-n ~_'f (:""; .......,,1 ... i~ i-I""'\ 1'1' j:,'t·,..::4--;"'l! t..",,-:"'): " J to;. t.L)j.. • • ~·~ ...... _d. , ..~~'-" ~._,~~. \:.,. .. \. ...\...) .~ ..... I, ..r ; ....._ .t.:~··~..::l., , ..ri- ..~~ ~C'CO:-:'Cl '\·f"~~·.S
to cbcck too ec ,t '"""':11 t;~;1l~~r~:"""~""l T-{'~ 1.·~:J·~rJ.n 'T':: ....'~r;':. l'.i"~~ i,..., ).!',...('"",\~, .. ,.\.,... .....1 (,_.;"",,!l. L. "-,, .. w _"": ,._h J. ..... ~ ..._ ...... _ .... -1.._ t. ....J. ...... ~ l.1,,_ l ...._\..·.#~v .. ~~•..._. _4 ..... i,--l...:..;.I0..!~\.."":,;l.,
D. C., roatchcd tae mater-ial !;~)plied by !'.lr. Sulliv~"'.11.
!\lr. !.,'rardi:1!1sald hi'; made Immediate fHzht arrangements and
" .. ro turn 8d t o Vh~::';!lill;tc:J., D. C.
,
""'.: .., . ,. _, I '. .. " ~".' ~/ .
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'.
into tho office, Dr. I:i::;sin~cr addressed a remark \,iJh~ ,..l, ~,i'T'" "';''''rrlt- ... f-', r"_ ___ _ ..l.. .li. ~_. J.~.1~ ....L ... £!....... -
was in extremely ricer taste u.nC1erthe circumstances to l'; ''''nlf .l.'~- ~....._ , ..._ l."J~_ t -.&...
l\'~ardl:1n) and to Dr. Klssinzc;:'::; sccr etar v. Dr ;;-ic.~;l"Il~·~rc2,i.-l """-;,\}"{,.." ..
I . ., ... -. ..,__ - - ~) "- ... ' ........ L..: V ~ (,,;....1 .L !...L..J ...
to the effect, "Do you have what I said oa the phcne , r t implying, a.c c or'd in z ':>
to ~f!'r "i"~"lw-ll""n that ·~"'rr; ......~~,,~I results of . ~. ", ---. ~J.iJ. • _~( .. ~.L~, l~J......l .u~~.. Y":"'-.I.U ....:.:..'-" J. t~.,j 5...:> a. ~lrc:......~!) ry,", t..l.- r- ',·c',....,·'e-_ \..:~. ...., . _JIIo-J.~-~.. "::7 J...
l\1:r. Idard52u said that he felt t~,i5was in such poor taste that it did not
• ....... TTi" I ., .!. t ". rcquiro a r cpiy. lJr. r, ssmacr a so saw ..U.:.~ he had been.keeplng Ices
for the ti~D ',:;hcn he ',vr1tcs his mC:r::loirs, tut lau<;;bc-dand ~aid h8 do;sn It
keep t4cm any more. ZiIr. M~di1.~ felt t1::-.t this was [;lr:1ply a j ocul.J.r
response, and there was no truth whn.tevGr in it nor W~ llicre intended to
be.
.' Mr. l1ardinn !:;aid ll1at ill Dr. Kissin,:;cr's'and General Hair;'n prese~ce
ha opened t1.10bag and :rer.:loY0'i a group of lY:1perS fro!:1 the bag "clipped
togetbcr~' Wi:.rl a Shc8t of p:lp2r em top which bd tho cilr onQlogic!ll listing
of summarir:s of \'lircb.p inIorl~ation th:lt b~:dbeen pl'G1iC'-lsly fUl'ni2ted
by the FBI to the '\Vhite House. Be said th'tt fis una D'!'. Klzsin:;cr checked
by date &'1d satisfied themselves that Dr. Kissinger's naterial matched
'\'lith the c over sheet which r~Jr. ltiarCiiun w~s using~ l.lr. r,iardi~ said that
he C~U1notrecall ever loD.king at tI18 BUn1DRrles or evor djscussin~ L~e
&Jmm:1rios themselV&:S tut SimplY chcc!:,;Jn~ tha CDvcr sheet by C8.le. He
said t"1at he ~zmot recall ~m7Y2110rN copies of summrtry L~foZ'mation LTlthe
bag L'Ut said that his m~mory lS poor 0;1 this point, ar:.d that in not to state
that they wc::e not in the b:.1g. He said tbe ~~ ";;'2.5 Cr2.mD:yj full ~"1d it
is his distinct !"ecCllGction now tbat it cO:1tajnej somwarics of iniorr::1aticn
obmin.cd fro~ wlrdaps and th~ lOGS fro!:} \'.'bich the summ2ries \::ere written.
He said he waB try}n~ to be hc19tul 011 this point b~t simply C-'ln...'1Dt descriDe
the appearance Df the p3.pc~rs in the b::g at this time but 3.~i!1 reiterated it
is his distL-"lct inlPressiGn tt41t they were wircb.p lc-gs anJ r.u!'nr:!aries. At
this noint :r.Ir. Mnrdbn wn.s specifically ~:3l\.cdv.'lletber or not there ~ere
any i~tt~r8 in the b~ to the Attorney General of tte Unitc-l states w:rittQ-::l
by the 1'DI requesting tt.9 wircu:-pa ?C .:i~niti.ated. ,lie "r"8pli~d" immcdbtely
that he codd not recall [hem b2m;; m tile ~.g ana [:2.10 U1:lt It W2.3 his b:L10r-8ssiC':l
that they br:.d not b8cn 2.utl1·Jrizea by L'-::eAttornQy Ge::!.Cral. He was speclliC2lly
asked to clarify thir; point Clt ,\'lhich ti:rrw he rdre:ltcrJ from the sbter:1ent 2.~j
said tmt th,~t was sim;Jly" a ~:mrmiso of his. He said lie never saw t to r.J.s
recollectiG:1 !:uy ~uthQri2ation. 07 l~e ..;UJrTI8Y Gene~ in connecticn with
this series ~f wircbi_)5 but ~id that n() one told wm there ,\ias no (luttoriZ3.-
ti~s nor did he t..~veany f2.ctual jnfor!7'~tlon that .....,r'ould L'1.::licatethe wiretaP'S
were nnyUling but duly authorized by the Attorney General..
- 5 - . ..'......
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He sald thJ.t after he and Dr. KL~sJw;cr ~nd G.:r:~r81E:lj~ "''(erG
c<'\tjt":d}'-:-,d H,,,t t}-",.., !'"1 tr-r ial '11 , ..,.. LY~:"'n"''7' lrl'c:c::n~:",~IC" O',-flCC ~"~tf'r""'_-' ~1
,~("" .L. ••d.. t: ~..-. ...._ L._ .. :. \,..._ i ,__ oJ. --. .._ ..... 1..) _.> -~- .. ::">_. '-' .. .-.... : ...... 1. ""' .....:.......l L1~
itemized list, hc.-;;~L::.r;~i Int.o ?:'Lr. L:Udc:m?.:1's of_i!ce.· Ee .s~!:i a;:..:a thi~
point is riot co::z~lctc17 cl·:~:'.I"in hie mind cut he Las the dit:Unct i::::)Z'cs-
aicn that he left LlO cl.ec.: lLt \:.'it;l I.Ir. ll:!ldem2.~ to cLcci; ~sainst tho
summaries that Ilaltlcraan had L~his pcssesstco 141 his own office.
"'.
I·{t'••r. .J.":;·"'·di~~1".),~':1. "',.~:'(':d 11 tL::-:..'~·1,::-.3 ~:'VJrth;r:;:; else he c culd r c t:al l.. "-.:.. " .... j, \ I • _ .~.,., ..... ~. _ ~ • _ • __
....,__._ .,' _ ~ ( .. l·~. _ ..__' -
._,. ..~. . '_ - - -. . -. ~ .. ,," - '" . ','" -_ ..... _ .- .. - .. ,",_ ... • r , -_ :::.:.: \.. '. I . : • ~-~
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56.2 C.D. Brennan interview
I, . ,'
, " .( ,.'
',FEDERAL BURE/\U OF INVESTIGATION " ~... .:
, "
.', ,. ." .
"
. .', .....
May 10, 1973,'.; ,
Dolo or tron!a(riplioo
'. j..... • .' , '.~' ••..... . .
Charles D. Br ennan SAC ~ Alexandria, Virginia, advised on 5/9/73
that in tho fall of 19G9 or in early 1970, as he recalls; 'on a Sunday rnoi-n inz
and after church at about noon, he received a telephone call from Assistant:::>
Director Sullivan who at that time was in charge of Domestic Int cll ieenc e
Division. Sl~llivaJl wanted to know the mechanics for placing a wiretap] but
was so nonspecific and refused to discuss the matter on the phone savinn :
that itwa s an ultra- sensitive situatiol1] that Brennan proceeded to th~ oUice.
Brennan \vent to Sullivan f s office immediatel.y \1.,7118reSullivan advised him':
that Prcsjclent Nixon "vas concerned about leaks in the White House and '.'iir~'_
taps wer e requested on members of the White House staff and some members
of the press. It was Brennan's i1:1pl'ession that Sullivan had received thi s
C?l1 Ir orn the White House either early that Sunday morning or the previous' '
Saturday night. Brennan said that' Sullivan did not name the per son requesting'
the cove}.'age nor did he name any of the persons on whom the coverage was ' :::>
to be placed but he does seem to recall that there were several persons on
whom the ','lil'CG-:lPS'were to be placed. '
, " , SulUvc!.n told Brennan that he had called Director J. Edgar Hoover
,'at 1101:18 ::tnd received Hoover IS okay ~ but that Hoover was very adamant about
, first getting the Attorney General's approval before imtiating these wir otaps .
.. Brennan said that Sullivan indicated that Mr . Hoover WC.s most emphatic
;:, 'about going through the usual channc ls w iih th~ Attorney General for written
: approvaL, .
Brennan told Sullivan that Supervisor Mike Rozarnus , now retired)
"'was the mCc!l8.!lic for such matters and, to the best of his recollection,
, Brennan then called ~\1:U;:eRozarnus at home and instructed Rozarnus to come
Into the off ic e to meet with Sulliv2.n to arrange for these wir etaps . Brennan
believes he left the office before Rozarnus arrived in Sullivan IS office but
he also beJ.ieves that later that eve!1ing he telephoned Rozarnu s at which time
RozamuS ~lssured hirn that he had handled the work for Sullivan. If a
stenographer had been ordered in and who she might be were not known to
Brennan. . " - . . . "" .
. '.!.
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Brennan seems to recall that shor tly after the pr oj cct got started
. Sullivan gave log review respoi1sibilHics and other responsibilitie:s r egar d ing
this pr oj cct to Super\' Isor Bernard \\1eEs, now retired. Brennan 's :::-ecollcc':-
tion rs that \Vells thereafter prepared the summary letters and any other
correspondence under Sullivan'S init.bls at all times unless alter Sullivan
was promoted to Assistant to the Di r cctor and Br-ennan promoted to Assistant
Director, with Sullivan out of town, \Vclls may have prepared these corn-
municatiolls using his (Brennan IS) initials. Nevertheless, Brennan advised
that to the best of his recoHecti'jn he docs not recall ever sec ing or in itia ll inu
..any requests for wiretaps, logs or sum mary letters to the White House :::>
., ..: .',: .' ',:although he stated he may have on occasion as a matter of expediency
. '. ~":. initialled ycl.low copies thereof. "'" -~.''- "'. " .. ' , '.'., . . ' ... .. ;..... ;'" ......... ._ .... :
.. '
: .'~., ,., Brennan advised that he never knew anything; about the termination
.. -: of this wiretap project and believed these wiretaps were still in effect under
".:':,'":' Acting Dir-ector L. Patrick Gray, III. Brenna~ stated that he never knew .
,.' '~,'.:."; the names of any of the persc:1s on 'whom the wiretaps wcr e placed but does
. >.'.' seem to recall the names of 1'. . 1<) and.:B
coming up in short discussions with '.Vells about the results of
_. wiretaps. Brennan recalls \Vdls mentio;ling . P because • P was
- a "swinger" and he and his wife were involved in considerable social life.
-p also appeared to own a; ,- Br-ennan also recalls
that \Vells told 11i1'non a few occasions that the pr oj cct was fruitless as Ia r
'_'> ..::'.'~: as \Vells was concerned since the majority of the m8.teria1 obtained through
> ,. these wiretaps was mostly social gossip. .":-:\..r;.. . .Brennan-recalis receiving a visit in Wloa; he cs[:imat~s w·~~ ~u~ust ' .
. ._'.:.. of 1971 ~t his 9th .~:lC~D ~Ll:eet. o~£ice from Sdlh'an; \~i~lOc.2-me i~lt~ Brennan IS
: " office wlth a heaVily lOaclCClb1'18r case. Drennan COUletnot recall the exact
description of this brief C::lse but indicated it was simil:lr to a Bureau size
brief case and also seems to recall that it \vas black cowhide and had St1'2t!)S
on it. Brennan coulei not rec2.11 whether the brief C8se "\'.'as locked orseal~cl
or had any other security feature to it~ but he did say that it was quite thict.
. . .... and heavy. Brennan s:J.icl that Sullivan h8.c1 told him tInt he (Sullivan) had
been down to Robert j\Iardian IS office in the same buildinQ; to tu 1'n this material
: ~ . . over to :tvlarciian since it was highly sensitive material which the A i:torney
._General I':as interested in reviewing. Brennan advised that Sulliv2.n did not
tell hi111 what .,vas in Lhe brief case, and when Sullivan left he promptly
called IvIarcli:l..l1!s office to determine when r,l:lrciian would be returning. He
waS told Unt i\Ir. lvlarcii8.11would be back ill about thirty rninutes and then
thirty minutes or so bter Brenn2.11 hand c~u'l'iecl this brief ~ase to I\Iardian IS
"
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'office and turned it over to Mar-dian, ,v110 was expecting it from Sull.ivan.
. Brennan said he l1l:1.cleno wr-itten record nor phone call to Sullivan or :lny-
. [_;ne else abouL, tl:e clelive~'Y of this b~>iei: ,c:1se. , Br.ennan said he diel not
. , open nor look nu.o the br icf case whfle It was III his posse.ssion.
- , .
'. . . When asked whether he r eeu ll oda visit by Sullivan to France during
. this time Brennan stated that he does r ecal l.Sulljvar, mal:ing inspection .
' '. tours of var-ious Legal A tta che Offices in Europe a r ound t11:1ttime and scem s
, to remember very slightly that Sullivan did make a trip to Paris but Brennan:
.. :~ .: ' could not recall when this was or the reason for tbe visit. .'
',.... '". ~-.
, .' " Brennan stated that he last saw Sull ivan on 5/8i73 at the funeral of:"
',: '·'·~·the wife of a mutual friend but claimed he did not discuss this matter with
::', :;-..: Sullivan at that time and, in fact: has never discussed this rr12.tter 'with=»: Sullivan since Su llivan left the Bureau. Brennan stated that this entire
.. :':.:':; wiretap pr oj cct ',V:lS a special project which he understood was to be handled
.. :"'~.,:'".by Mr , Sullivan alone and, therefore, never at any time injected himself
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56.3 T.J. Smith memorandum
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SUBJECT: SE~;S ITr:E COVEIU.GE PLACED
REQUEST OF THE WHITZ HOeSE
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pur-sua nt to ins truc t ions of the Acti ~g- Direct or, I !.!r. !.:::::::' :---
t h
· . l' 00 "f _/,r>j-..... J..' ~_..., ~ " \'- t' •..rae 1.:71 ac _..I.: .4.". on o J..":' .oJ a n loneOI.l.1Ce OI sx , Leonard .-.-~--~~'--
G?"r~ent at rOO:l 128 of th8 Executi ve office Buildi~.g. We ~l;:'I. i~·,;,:,;,_.
met Mr. Fred 3t!::21~dtwho -:oc;:,;us to a. reom with n vault and
turn~d over to us t~o sealed boxes which we determined to be
official records of the 78I which had been in the protective
custody of £or=2r Assist:::..nt;0 the Director William C. Sullivan
prior to his re~irement in october, 1971.
Mr. Buzhardt said that the records should be ex<!mincc!
and that a receint describing them should'be prepared and SJ..·~~n~. . - b'· ..........
by&rnc before they ~ere removed from the v~ult. I then proceeded
to eX?mine the records and malce an invcntol'Y in the Iorm of a
rprpint. E~rh h0~ w~s invpn~nri0rl spp~rn~ply and a rnnv n~ ~.__ . __ ... . . . ~~ • ,_n~
receipt pre~arcd by me is attached for iniormatiou •
.X finished the inventory at about '2:30 p~ a~d ~~. G2r~ent
then lookc~ over the inventory receipt and I signed out of the
-vauLt witb th~ tiio boxes of ~'ecords .at 2:45 P~·L A Secret Se rv ic e
. -,-' h' -e""'''').· n c d .: n .s-: hn v ....ul·i- "re'" ,··h': Lc t h c .AGen L wrio 1::C. ... , ..... I ~ .J. _ L. .. ._ '- _"J ....... .... \ ...... ~ • '" T C'~Or(iS ~:ere
b~ing invcnt_orisd ctrove r:-.eto the }'eclcr-al Tri2.!~sle Builciing ',;'h2::'e
the Intellige~lCe Division is lOC2.t~d~ Th~ reco:::-ds ~:re p:resl?ntly
bci~g m~int~ined under S2curc con~lt7ons ~n you~ office •
, -..I.
"'. : .. ~. lJ _. • _. _, .. ' .. .I ._ . -. -."- --:-'. \ .
I"' _' .: • • ''":.~ ""l
I \~~.'!" ~) Q i:_\ l ~
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'The sUf:1JT'.nriesare full of oxampLe s of caroLe ss and loose
taLlc about matters being handLe d in the Wllito House by t he persons
I. • . ~ • .::>
'J.I1: the W!ute House on whom coverage Y/2.S pLaccd, Even the vrives
had a habit of discussing their husbands' work unnecessarily. For
example, in one case ?lirs. N', in 2. conversation wi t h a
cemetary lot salesman, revealed that her husband had been working
long hours preparing a speech for President Nixon to deliver
shortly.
"
Various of the White House personnel were often in contact
with newspaper men, and some were involved in close personal
relationships with newsmen.
With specific resp2ct to any rnbnitoring of Daniel Ellsber~
a review of the logs of the Halperin electronic su:r.'veillance. b J
revealed fifteen instances 9f Ellsberg on the Halperin national
security electronic surveillance. There is attached hereto a
rough draft summary of the Ellsberg intercepts. It is to be
noted that aside from one conversati.on 01) 11/.22/70, 'which per-hacs '
established a rationale for Ellsberg's anti-war posture, none o~
_ th~ intercepts of Ellsberg were related iri any way to the Pentagon
Papers investigation. Scme of the intercepted conversations
related to drugs such as LSD and marijuana.
r There. is one folder in the material bearing the codeI~~~~~" .If This has to do with Joseph Kraft, the syndicated
columnist. Nothing in the folder suggested that coverage of
:Kr8..fthad been requested by the White House or anyone. However,
a number of personal letters marked "Top Secret - Do Not File"
addressed to Mr . Hoover suggests that ~tr c Hoover was aware of
the " " project. _In essence, Joe Kraf t apparently made a
European trip in 1969 and someone de~ired electronic coverage
of him while he was abroad. Sullivan made a speciai trip to
=» where he apparently arranged through the Attache
to have the authorities place a microphone in Kl'aft's
hotel room in • There arc logs indicating that microphone
coverage was instituted and reported through the - l Attache.
There are no tickler or file copies of any summary memorandaI ~~.indicate that the results of the coverage on Kraft were ever
.~nished. to anyone but Mr. Hoover. .
For the time being all of these records are being
maintained under secure conditions in Intelligence Division
space. We will begin irrunediatelyto integrate the records
into our regular "June" files and to prepare appropriate
general and special electronic surveillance indices so that the
integrity of FBI records will be restored.
......
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_ 56.4 John Ehrlichman Lnt.ervd.ew
John Ehrlichman interview,'
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
302, May 11, 1973
Retyped from indistinct original.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of transcription Hay 12, 1973
.John D. Ehr1ichman, residence 330 Chesapeake Drive, Great
Falls, Virginia, was interviewed by Inspector 1tfand
Special Agent 15 in the presence of his attorney, Hr. J. J.
Wilson, at Mr. Wilson's office, 815 15th Street, Northwest, Washington,
D. C.
Mr. Ehrlichman was advised at the onset of the interview that
he Has being contacted concerning any information he may possess con-
cerning the delivery of wiretap information from the Federal Bureau of
Investigation by Mr. Robert Hardian, in a brief case or satchel some-
time in July, 1971.
,'Sa Mr. Ehrlichman said that although he cannot recall the exact
date he does recall Mr. Mardian being associated with the delivery of
a stack of wiretap logs and other written material which he knew to be
summaries of the wLretap logs to the White House. Mr. Ehrlichman
said that this was a long time ago and his memory is somewhat hazy,
but he recalls that Mr. Mardian was definitely associated w i th the logs
and other written material at the time of delivery. He said the material
~his best recollection ~vasin several brief cases or packages bound
together or it may have simply been loose and stacked on the desk in
his outer office. He said that he received specific instructions as to
what to do with this wiretap material; ho~ever, he said that he would
not name the individual who issued these instructions. He said the
instructions were to file the material in his office, which he did. He
said that he recalls "sampling" the material at the time he took possession.
He said by "sampling" he simply meant that he only looked at a random
sampling of the contents of the stack of material rather than perusing or
leafing through the entire contents. He said that he recalled there was
really nothing of any vital importance in the material, as best he could
recall. He said he never looked at the contents of this material again.
He was specifically asked whether or not he noticed any letters
authorizing wiretaps by the Attorney General in this group of correspondence.
Retyped from indistinct original.
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John Ehrlichman interview,
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
302, May 11, 1973, page 2 .,
Retyped from indistinct original~
He said no, that he cannot recall seeing any letters of authorization. He
said that when he speaks of filing, according to the instructions which
"Jere given to him, he really means that he would order his Executive
Assistant, Mr. Tod Hullin, to perform the actual filing function.
Mr. Ehrlichman said the material to which he was referring
was filed in a two-drawer, safe~type cabinet located in his outer office.
Mr. Ehrlichman said that from the time he received the material it
remained in this cabinet until about April 30, 1973. He said that it was
on or about this date, April 30, 1973, that he was considering submitting
his resignation to the President of the United States. He recalled the
presence of this wiretap inforamtion and issued orders to have this wire-
tap information removed from his office and filed with "Presidential
papers." He said that he could not now recall who physically filed these
papers but believes it wou Ld probably be Mr. Hullin. He does not know
precisely where, among the President's papers, the material was filed
although he is positive it was in a safe. He was specifically asked
whether or not he heard any information or if any information came to
his attention in any way as to whe ther or not these wiretap documents had
been removed since April 30, 1973, from the Presidential papers. He
said "No," that they definitely would still be there as far as he knew. He
said that if the FBI wanted to see these papers or remove any of the
papers, only two people ocuLd give such authorization. One was the
President of the United States himself or Hr. Buzhardt, who would act
under the specific authorization of the President of the United States.
Mr. Ehrlichman was asked whether he could recall if any of the
papers among the wiretap information was yellO\>Jin color. He said
"Yes," some of them were yellD'ivin color but he oculd not estimate how
much of the correspondence was yellow, again reiterating that he simply
sampled the correspondence.
Mr. Ehrlichman advised that his office at the Wllite House is
not on the same floor as the Oval Room nor on the same floor as
Mr. Haldeman's office.
Mr. Ehrlichman was asked if he could specifically recall whether
or not the wiretap information was delivered to him in the Oval Room :
rather than in his office as he had previously stated. He said it definitely
was not delivered to him in the Oval Room at the WlliteHouse. He advised
that the Oval Room has desk facilities for only one person and that is the
- 2 -
Retyped from indistinct original.
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John Ehrlichman interview,
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
302,~11) 1973J~~e __3~ _
Retyped from indistinct original. "
piillllr4l~'1identof the United States. There are no White House Aides, clerical
or secretarial people in that office in the Oval Room. He was specifically
asked to try and recall Mr. Mardian's part in the delivery of the wiretap
information. He said that he simply cannot recall the incident that
vividly. He feels sure that Mr. Mardian was present at the vlhiteHouse
on the day he received the wiretap material aI!-dfeels he was with Mardian
at the time the wiretap material was furnished to him. He said it was
entirely possible, however, that he had seen Mardian on the same day
and that Mardian could have been elsewhere in the Hhite House when he,
Ehrlichman, actually received the material.
~ __ !!Ou.
He said that during the time the material was in his safe-type
cabinet, to his knowledge, no one made reference to it or used it. He
said, however, that to be absolutely sure on this point that Tod Hullin
would have to be Lnt.ervLewed inasmuch as he would have had more direct
knowledge inasmuch as it was physically under his, Mr. Hullin's custody
and control. He said that he did not even have the combination of the
safe-type cabinet in which the material was stored and that only Tod
Hullin had that combination.
Hr. Ehrlichman advised that he had no personal knowledge of
who and under what cLrcumstances the wiretap operation \'18S initiated
nor did he know the duration of the wiretap program.
- 3 -
Retyped from indistinct original.
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.l'.crnuinc:din Lhi;; cabinet until 2.b~ut _i'!.pr-U SJ, 107:3. He f~rdd ll·,".t it "'-;-:lS
011 or about thiD l:aic,' ;\.oril 3J, 1:173, Ll~'lthe Yr'?.3consjclerill~ Ll.li!:1itt.Ei""" -::g
his rcd:;nJ.Uca to tte FTcs~d2nt of th'2 Uilitcd Slates. He rec2.11cd the ~"
presence ill tillS 1-'Iircb.:) inforn:::~tlD:1. ~1nd issued orde!'!] to t~D.veti1is wire-
tap inforD12.tiQ'1 rer:1o~n:.df.rom Ili.:3office 2.nd fil-:;d "i7ith '~Pl'esidenti.J.l '
P~peJ,.·"'~n }'::':\~:"';,; r1-,"t ilr.; C,..,,.~{1 nr.!- "Q"; "'~<:\C~l'l \"7;'0 PL:-'·..Tr~l·"·)lIV ;';;""1 t}''''.se'"' o~ ..I~,,_ ......1,."'"~ t...l..1_ \, .. ~\.1..l..U .-.J- ~J, "'" ~-.:.; L.;..."., I ..l _~I..L .... _ ............., ....... 4_"-,'--,, ~.t,-.
pape ..rs but bclicvl~3 it Ylfy.1ld l:!''OL':....lJly be i.Yr. Hulliil. De docs nDt l~;Qrl
precIsely \V1121"'e, aD).OD.s the .Prcsi::12nt's p:lp2rs, the 1:J?terjal \7(>,3 fiL2d
"I1.Lw.~onc·lll''''' j" Y'I'-ir'4t~v~ I-I' ,.."..,<:< 'n ~ c~~ro Il'e Wr:lG c_·-)l'.>cl'i ....0.UYT ,:,\(."..',cj·(.d+ !. ~L) .A"", .0 l.-.........)J_. J."._. \..o,~ :.A,.U ~ (,.,. "_'~J.\.... ...~!.. '- ......v.... ... ....~"...Ioov
\
..1')r>.'_h ......, "" c,n ""Of hr. LtA~)-"·~ r-.~':,., 1~+'·"....._W ...:"··!.t-:· ·."")!"';'T~ ,~; r'~-:r ;";0,!,""t'"·-"";",",/~r;,-, C~"'I"'~··"'" t .,..~J_.l:._..t· •• ,--. .4 .J,. ~~ \I .<,J.0 J.lo\_· ••~.:.l .. i:""':'_;: I.~..:.. ... ~ ..·" J._.:.j:,~ ; ..... Vito J, ... '- ...~,....J "'-.............41 ...... Ll..l.- ...........;.... .'.A,U",_, 0·
ht S· <:> {.;.. ~._" tL; l~"'l ,~'\ ~)ny: \~I":\ 'T '~c to ~.';\l,~,;..}," ~.• f"'i'" n0T H~"-:::1"1 \,/,i r ·"'t·., n (i rr>'L' C"', .-, t" C" I' ~ ri.... b-.-""\.:;..J.J; I .. .t...:.l. _ ;. ...... J [...~.r .l' ......\..:,\...~,J..._"..,.. v .... ".."......__ ..... -.._.. --.._- ,J..v ..... ".LJt_ ....... i:> _;._.-_
})
__ ","''_''~1'''':.....,..,1 ,. .. -1" .. ". .." .:\'f"'\ .. ,~f ~,.•\ 1,-~·r:,'J f".,n--., t':"" -:·J-.'_,..,r.~,~A ...".I·;.r:11 .......~~""'.,tt"" ....';.
~ei! JtJI ~ .L~.j.VY 2u i:).; i..!""'~ ... .J. ~;1. ~i.. ..)V.. .L ~ { tJ t I....l-.. V~ ..U ..";.; 1. 1.. :..; J J..\o.oI..c..~;.l-J..L:..J. i'.'-"~"'::'~.J..._, .. ' .1.lG
~nl'd If'J.'<TO ~r f-j,:;t th"y r:;r.d ....~;·r.1Jv ",;r':1Id cH111";o \0.,:>T'['o 't'Lr~ f'".!.r '''C: }'r.'>l-··'''''ry,;;;....... ..., ..........~.~... _ '\.,. \..\ ....- ..,j..l-_v ........J \y 1".J~ ...;;............ ..~ " ......... _ ... ". ( u .._ S"_' ...., ..........l ...
s:?!.id that if the FEr w:tnkd to S20' U::cr;2 p~lJer& O~ r2~1CV(~ anv of il1-e• _ .J
P~p':\r".) 0-11~7 i·,."7 ..... ·!~\~,..,'.·'l'~C·-Y'l:.-l n.·i\T~ r,,,"';'\ ~('.l.pchol";.,.-:")..{-l· ....v~ C·(1.~ "'~~f~ t:\'",,~ c; ~~J .1.!..l, f...,\;, v J. v._~ 't..oo' '_'_ •.l..~" ~ ..,.'" I...j v,\~ w "-_r' _... .;J.. ~ .'J.-.._ ('..;
l-)"I"'c'lC"l'd-T'lt r/ i-h"" ~urn·li"r.;i' "'::~'''('J~ }'i~~I.·,')~r ("J'. }·l··~ l')-"~,?,·,...,,....~t ""\'0 \""'.~T(1 ..."c~n:L:.:;r "::;U'W' v.! ...".~~;. .......__.......j.. .. ~ ....(;\.l_..:l _L_ .....I.••.I\ • .;.J,. ""_ L). J,..... u..; ..•u.~U, hu. ..·v~~ 4-... "'"
• '.J..' ~(' tl • t' :: '.}. l/~"'·'·on(~ ~s: /.\, U H d (;.1 ....<.·UUC:lC'l'" I:nO EpC·Cll.IC au ·.llDrlZ8 ...10n QJ. i...1!.2 '.L e,:;,lU~ ....l.w IJ.!. I......e i.1J. ...0r ~L.u.(-es.
be
M:r~ r.llTHclm'l~n '\"/2,S n8;.~(di';h2thcl'" h0. cCidd recall if nny of the
pz~pers Zni.1o:1gti::..c \lil'ct~p i::£c:r:-n8.ticD. \7:1.5 yol1071 in colDr. H~ D2.id
rryes, II f:>omc of tl:-8[r] \~'{'~r.~yellmv in eolor 'b::rt he eO!.lld not cSitirn2.lc hO~.7
much of the corres-ponc.:ci1.co was yell O'N , again j,'eit8r:>.tin0 that be sh~plJ
Il'lr.. Ehrliclll-:18.l1 :ldviscd th:-.t his office at tbe \Vhite II cu:;e is
not on the SaI!Je f10Gr as the Oval HOJm nor OIl the S:lme floor as
Mr. BalJem8..D.ts office.
I\,1rto Ehrlichm3.n ~s rtsl~cd if he cO'.1.ld5~~cifically r~call whether
or not t.';,cwirrDn laiorr:1nticu ,\,;::15c~dlvcrcd to l:iI:l in the Ov:'.1 LooiTI
rather th:'l..n in his oiilc0. n::: be h2.d ;In;vicusly si:I.~{-d. Ee s~id it C~2firr.itcly·
was not ddl'."erc:d tc) hir:l 1:1the C7~1 i::0o2.1 at tl!~ :)ihito llouse. 1I02..cl·r'ised
that thD Cv~l iloo:n 1~::t3dcs!.: faciUtic3 for only o=:eperson and tbat 13 L~9
...2-
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rz..£~c!cnt of lhe United states. There arc no \~n}iteE~J.sc Aide-s, clcr ica!
01" 8ccrcb.ri:!1 pr:,o:;Jle 1.21tnt o£ficG in tl.o Ova..l rI.OOr:l. flo was Sf'-<-:'ci£ic8.1117i }
~ ::ls~::cdto try ~nj rcc2.U I.~i.~.[,:~1Tdb.nIS part in the delivery of the wir otap .
~ ihfo~m:ltlcn. lIc' sai,:j t~l::tl:~sir;:!~Jlycannot r ccatl tile incident that
vivklly Tin f",.-:.J<.' rll~f'\ t!·,;,~ -:-.,,~,.. ·~·~~1·~j;,,~ 'r:'~O !".....r c:"'..,l- ... t t"h0';/'H~r> l.:!O·H:-v.. .. A,.....;._ '- .... ~_..:;J LJu..l \..' 1 .. .:.!". .... .1.._4. oJ.._.J.'- __ .. l)._u, '·f(-..lJ _,L " .........._..l.-J.. ... (.+ ~ _ .... l \';).._ ·~.~e
on the day he r cceivcd DlG ·hiTCL.~~) r::l:-,te:ti~l ?r\.d frds he was with 1~ai·di2..n
at tl:e time t~c \;;ircbp r;1~b?ri3.1T\\,2.B Iurn isbed to him. E0 said it was
c'l.tirely posainlc, howcvcr , t;l::.t h0 h:!.J seen 1./:~lJ.'dhnon tho same day
and that LI3.rdi:1..,.'1could have h?>?l1cl~'2\~,'I.lere in the \\'hite House when he,
< ''rlt)7'H'''1~~''1'''n <:-('';'7-,!lf r ccorvcd I he T'.".·.i'''''1·1·~14 <I-J. ~ ....... .t..-.....a..~. ,. <J..-....,\.~,.4...\.j. -..;"""_ \; ..........a . l..J.. ~ ... .:.... ......_... '-4..J..~
He said t!l8.t dUl"in~ the time the materi::tl waf.} hI h~s safe-type
Co")hJ~"''-'t. !-o n' ~c )'T'f'l\·'1.-vi:;"C 1"'0 ,''''to n,~d.') ·;·'~l"":'\"C"'r"~ to it 0"" 11f'('>/' if- IJ'n.(..l,l.J :..4-\'-.Jt.., t.. ...1.~ ~Vj"i.~_ .......:_~ , ... .....1 ...... __ .....,.L."'-..\"'o'''''' .... IV '-''' ~L_1.....- ,Q .;.;J_y..... ....v
said, b8Vi(:;vers tiD.t to be c;bsolutcly sm1e un ti:.is P8int th3..t 'fed Eullin
wou1d h~ve to be btcrvi,?wcd ir::.asp',::.ch as h8 \-]ould ll~~'1'eIud more ciir0ct
1:nO\~l)r.(~0'~ 11"1~F~""""""h """ it ",!'''' '3 n",",c!r"\ll'j u-:;jcr lli3 I,~r Fqlllnts ~'''''c;t:-t-l'''.. ""' ........... ,_).,.;I ~J.,.o".; ...... L..1A~~'" ....~ ... _~ ,~~. _ "'~ ..~ --_ ..._.#.o.J - ,,... • "', ..... - ... ,,4 .....,...J
a..'1U control. He ~,:;.idtl:::lt 1:e c:id not even h:?..vethe combL'1~t1an of t!le
E2..fe-t'0}8 c:lbi~~t ;'11 '\?i<J.ch t218 mzttsri:.1l Vias BtorC.a and Ul~tt CDlv Tod
.1.... ""
Hullill had tt...'lt ccmbinati.ci1.
j
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Mr. nL\TWIAN. He instructed me to obtain the materials from ::\1r.
Sull ivun-s-del ivcr them to :01r. Ehrl ichman.
r~'~enat?r ,VEICKE1L Did you know at that time, at the time of those~nstl'uct.lOns, that the.mflterial to be !landcc1 over to yon bJ' :\(1'. Sullivanincluded more than Just the material held by Mr. Sul livan iMr.l\1ARDIAN.I don't quite follow that. .Senator ,VncKEH. Let me he very specific I think both you and I
know exactly what we are talking about. .
Mr.l\fArmL'\N. You have the advantage'r I don't.
Senator ,VJ;lCKEn. ·Were the materials to be collected by Mr. Sullivan
or some of the materials to be collected in the hands of ]\il'. Haldeman?
Mr. MARDlAX. No, sir.
Senator 1\7EICKER. In the hands of Mr. Ehrlichman?
:\lr. ::'.L\RDL\N.No, sir.
Senator WEICKEli. Mr. Haldeman, Mr. Ehrlichrnan, for example,
had none of the summaries and none of the correspondence based on
these tapes 2
1\1r. j)t\H~IAx. The-we are getting into areas of procedure at the
Department of Justice but I presume--
Senator \VEICKER. No, Let me be very specific, Mr. Mardian. Was
not the object of turning this task over to Mr. Sullivan to assure that
all materials connected wit.h .these tapes collected by one man, Mr.
LSullivan, to be turned over to you to be turned oyer to Mr. Ehrlichman?.. jlr;..ilI:\RDIAX. No,.sir. I was given the (~bligjtion of checking wi,thDr. Kissinger and with Mr. Halde,man to Insure that they had copiesof their summaries, but they were never collected or delivered to me.-........Senator \VEICKER. 'Were they collected by Mr. Sullivan]
Mr. MARDIAN.No, sir. , .
Senator ,\VEICKER. So the only thing, the only task, that was as-
signed to 1\1r. Sullivan was to hand oyer to you what he personally
had; nothing else?
Mr. MARDIAx.That is right.
Senator vrEICKER. You indicated there was correspondence based on
these logs. Did Mr. Sullivan write himself? .
Mr. ~L\ImL\N. No; I don't recall any correspondence, and I didn't
know there was correspondence in these two parcels.
Senator ,VEICKER. Mr. 1Iarc1ian, I think if we go over the testimonv
that you have given to me here this morning, yO\{inclicatec1 there wel~e
logs, there were summaries, and possibly correspondence based on
those logs.Mr. MARDIAN.Mr. Sullivan told me that there were logs, summaries,
and correspondence.
Senator ,VEICKER. In his files?
Mr. l\1ARDL\~. In his possession, yes.
Senator ,Vr:rcKER . And that nothing turned over to you came from
any other source except from his own personal files?
Mr. MARDIAX.Bureau files.
Senator ",VErcKER. Bureau files? Is that correct?
Mr. MAllDL\N. Yes; if you would tell me what you are driving at
Senator, maybe I could help you.
Senator ,VEICTU:R. I wish I had Mr. Sullivan here and I am sure
the committee will han Mr. Sullivan here so he could in a firsthand
way, and I think we w ill Ieuvc it in that fashion to describe "hat his
orders were.
:-- ...
•
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Let's move on to the-s-is there anything further? I don't want to
leave this; I don't want you to speculate. I don't "ant hearsay in-
formation, I only want your firsthand testimony. 'IYhat you are tellinv
this committee is vou returned to MI'. Sullivan and ordered him t~
turn over those mi'tterials in his possession relative to the Kissinger
tapes? .
Mr. :&bmHl>.N. I didn't order him. I told him what my instructions
were and he--
"'-""""':~·ur.::enator1VEICKER.On the authority of the President, is that correct?
Mr. ~L\RDUN. I told him that is where my instructions came from.
I may 120t have. I don't know. I may have said the Attorney General,
I am not sure. My recollection is that I told him that I talked to the
President, and that those were my instructions.
Senator 'VEICKER. So that at that particular moment in time he
had nothing further to do but empty out his drawers and give you
the materials therein, is that right ~ You received those matcr'ials
right then? ,
. Mr. MARDIAN.No, sir.
Senator 1VEICKER.You did not?
Mr. MARDIAN.No, sir. ,
Senator 'VEICKER.'IVhen did you receive them?
Mr. :MARDIAN.I don't recall; 'it was sometime later.
Senator ,VEICKER.1Vhy the delay, Mr. Mardian ?
Mr. :NURDUN.Well, he didn't have them with him. My conversation
with him took place in my office.
L Senator \VEICKER.1V'ell, by sometime later, in other words YOU are, only mdicating a matter of 'hours or are you indicating a matter ofdays or weeks?. Mr. ::\IAHDIAN.It may have been a day, it may have been 2 days; I"Qsm'tknow. Itmay have been a week, I am not-- ,Senator -VVEICKER.Obviously this was a matter of some urgency if,
in fact, you had been put aboard a. courier plane to fly out to Cali-
fornia and given orders personally by the President. This is not some-
thing that is just left hanging. It was obviously a matter of consid-
erable urgency to the President, wasn't it?
Mr. J\LmDIAN.The urgency, if there was any, is the President wanted
to talk to me and if he was in San Clemente and I was in Washinzton
and if a plane was leaving, I don't think he would have thought ~ny-
thing of having me get on a plane and get out there.
Senator 'IVEICKER.So there wasn't, anything particularly urzent
about picking up these materials from Mr. Sullivan? b
Mr. M.\ImrAN. I did not obtain any expressions of urgency. The only
urgency was on the part of Mr. Sullivan. '
§enator 'VEICKF.R.Did you think it rather strange that he should
go the route of you to Mr. Ehrlichman rather than to have these ma-
terials handed over to the Director of the FBI 1
Mr. 1hRDL\N. The purpose was to take them out of the custod y of his
office because of the concern he expressed with respect to the Director
of the FBI.
Senator YfEICKER.All right, then, Mr. Mardian, the concern then
just wasn't Mr. Sullivan's concern. It was also the concern of yourself
and the concern of the President j is that correct?
Mr. l\LumL\x. I can't say that I was concerned. I didn't kuow-e-I
didn't want to assess the dispute between Mr. Sulli van and )fr. Hoover.
[8301]
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Senator ,,\VErcI\:F:£l. But the dispute was assessed by the President
when, In fuct, the order was to turn the tapes over to you and then to
gin them to }Ir. Ehrlichmun, was it not.! .
Mr. ::\L\RDL\X.I believe :\11". Sullivan. made an assessment and I
would say the President made a judgment.
Senator ,,\VEICJ\.W . .'tIade a j udgmcnt t>pscdon ::'11'. Sulli van's assess-
ment?
Mr. :\LUUlL\X. Yes, sir. .'
Senator' ,V'EICI\:ER. Can you try to recollect again as to the period of
time that elapsed between your request of Mr. Sul livan and when you
recei ved the materials from him as ordered by the President?
::\Jr. jL'dWL\X. I can't, Senator. . ,
Senator "\YETCI~F.R. You made some reference to the fact that yon
ntacted certain. individuals to try to get materials relative to the same
,of tapes or am I unclear on that?
Mr. )L\lWL\x. There was an index of summaries, in other words, a
Jist of ap of the summaries that. had b€en sent to Dr. Kissinger and
the President.
Senator \YEICI(El~. They are the only ones that received summaries.
Mr . .'tL\RDIAX.I am not sure. ,Vhen I was questioned about this I
think the Attorney General received some of them but not all of them.
Sr-natcr' \Yncl\:J~lL Hight right. '
::\11'. )1.UW1.\X. The President wanted to make sure that each of these
people had in their possession the summaries that had been sent to them
by the FBI. ' .
Senator ,,\VEICKER. Did you have any-do yon have any recollection
of Mr. Haldeman. Mr. Ehrlichman receiving summaries?
1\1r. ~L\ImL\x. Rot ~\[r.Ehrlichmnn. )1r. Haldeman held them for
the President. And he requestecl--I gaye--I believe I gave Mr. Haldc-
mall a list of the documents which he was to---supposed to have re-
ceived for him to check against what he had in his possession. I believo
I went to see-I know I went to see Dr. Kissinger, and General Hairr
was present, and they checked their files at that time, I::>
Senator ,,\VEICKER. So this was not really a minor matter. This was a.
roundup of trying to pull together all aspects of what we call the
Kissinger tapes. .
Would that not be a fair--
l\fr.l\Lumux. Itwasn't, a roundup of Dr. Kissinger's tapes as I recall
but. to find out. if he had aII of his summa ries ; that is all. I did u't collect
anything. I simply gaY('. Dr. Kissinger or General Haig a COpy of the
summaries. a list of the summaries that-by dates-that they we re to
have been received, and I believe General I-Iaig, while Dr. l\:issinger
and I "ere in his office, went out to check to see if they had intact.
everything that they were supposed to have. And that was the end of
mv discussion with them.
·Senator T\ETCIU:r:. 'Yhen was it then that the matter was closed out
as between yourself and ~rl".Sullivan ?
Mr. )'L\RinAx. l'Fhen he delivered them: when he delivered what he
had to mv office.
Senator ,,\\rEICln:R. And then YOU delivered that to j[1'. EhrJichman?
)[1'. :\L\ROL\X.Yes. sir. .
d~nator ,,\VETcln:n. All right.
NO\y. if \YOca n ll10n just for a minute o,'e1' to thr Pentagon Paprl's.
I wondl'1' if YOll might not C'onsidl'l' H'ry can'fully a statement you
:-- ...
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Mr. Ermr.rcnvr.vx. The strateg-ic arms limitations negotiations
were underway In the summer or ID71 and a newspaper obtained the
U.S. negotiating position, -in effect, the secret script for the U.S.
negotiators in that negotiation. That came close on the heels of the
Pentagon Papers episode and was a major cause of concern for the
President and for those dealing in this area of foreign policy. This
special unit was asked to see if they could determine the source of that
leak.
- Mr. DASH. Do you know- what actions the special unit took in seek-
ing to carry out that responsibility?
Mr. EIIRLICIDIAX. In general terms, I do. I know that they worked
through the security people at the State Department and the Defense
Department. They narrowed down the probable source of that leak,
and I believe there were some personnel actions taken as a result of
rthat. -'.:\11'. D:\sH. Did you becomeaymre of any wiretapping. that tookplace at .the request of the President and approved by the Attorney. General In regard to that? .
Mr. EnRLICH:.'lL\X. In regard to the SALTleak?
JUr. DASH.Yes. '
Mr. EHRLICIDIAN. No.
Mr. DASH. Did you become aware of any wiretapping that was
authorized by the President and also the Attorney General with
regard to any particular leaks involving national security at this
time?
Mr. ErfHLlclDIAX. The answer to your question, ",\11'. Dash, is "Yes."
It was in relation to an investigation in 1971. Beyond that I cannot
gO~1r.DASH. You say it did not relate to the SALT leaks?
Mr. EHHLICIDUX. 1\0. sir.
Mr. D.\SH. Did YOll know anything about the so-called Kissinger
taps?
Mr. EHltUCfDfAX. Yes. I 1;:new-I did not know at the time the
details of those taps; that is, who was being.tapped, the purpose, the
extent, and so 011. I knew generally that such a thing was goilw on.
Mr. D.\SH. And did yOll know who had approved that? -:)
Mr. EIIRLICfDL\X. I do not know of my own knowledge ; no.
:1\11'. D,\sH. "'i\'"ell,how did yon know? You said you knew generally.
How did it come to vour attention?
Mr. EHRLICIDI.\X. I think ".\[1'. Haldeman told me obliquely and not
directly and not with any degree of specific fact that such a thing was
going on. .
1\[1'. D.\!;II. Did there come a time \vhen you had more specific facts?
:\[1'. EIIRI,ICIDL\X. "~ell. obviouslv, in the last few months. I have
learned a grcat deal more about that whole episode than I knew pre-
viously. c. -'
Mr. DA:-;H. ,VeIL did YOIl ever receive the logs of those taps?
Mr. EHRLlCIDr.\X. Yes. T evidently did without scrutinizing them,
but I did receive them.
~[1'.DASH. Could yon tell us how yon received thorn ~
Mr. EIIRr,ICIDL\X. Yes, I received them from )[1'. Mnrdinn at the
.T list icc Depa rtment.
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Mr. D.\sH. And why did you receive them?
Mr ErrJ,L1CfDL\X. ,Veil, pardon me. 1 did not make that clear. :'\1r.
Mar~liall was at the .Justice Department. I (lill not receive them at the
Justice Department. I received them at the "White House.
1\11'.D.\srr. IVlly did }Ir. }[ardial1 give them to you?
:JIr. EHm~ICfDL\X. He !I[l,\'e them to me because he felt that they
should be in the custody of the White·House and proposed that thev
be moved out of the ,T ustice Department because he could not a",sUl~e
their-sa Iekeepi ng there.
Mr. D,\Sl{' Well, did you know that. actually he was gh'ing them to
you at the direction of the President]
1\1r. EHRLICIDL\:--r. I did not know that until I heard him testify to
that here. In point of fact, I referred the question to the: President,
perhaps unnecessarily, after Mr. Marrlian originally talked to me
about it. The President asked me then to take custody of them, which
I did. " .
Mr. D.\sH. At that time, did yOHlook at them or did you know what
they contained?
ifr. EUPJ.reED.u.N. I looked at them very, very quickly. H» told me
what they purported, 'what he said they "ere, which was the logs and
correspondence and synopses of a national security invest israt ion in
1969. IVeJ1, then, I related that to what Mr. Haldeman had described
to me, and 1-- '
Mr. DASH.And these were the logs and bps that were put on certain
newspaper persons and certain staff members of :JIr. Kissinger?
Mr. EIIItLICrDrAx. That is what I understand.
Mr. DASH. Where did you lodge these logs?
Mr. EHr~LIClnL\N. I lodged those in a two-drawer combination filing
cabinet in one of the rooms of my office.
Mr. DASH:Do you know what time this was when you did that?
Mr. Er·mLlcIDL\N. It would have been in the fall of 1971.
Mr. n\SH. And how long did they stay there? .
Mr. EnRLTCI--DL-\X. They stayed there until the clay I resigned, which
would have been the 30th of April of this year.
L
Mr. D,\sH. On that date, did something happen to them? .
Mr. EHRI ..ICfDrAN. Yes, sir, those papers and all the papers in my
ffice were then turned over to the President as Presidential papers.
Mr. DASH.Now, you were bezinning to tell us about some of the other
assignments that the Special Imestigations Unit had. ,Yould you go
on and tell us about those? .
Mr. EHHLICH:lL\X. There is only one other that is in the public domain
that, I know of, and that is an investization into the circumstances of
the leak of a CIA document. relating' to relations between India and
Russia.
Mr. D.\sH. Now. did you, Mr. Ehrlichmnn, authorize the taps we
just discussed or have any part in authorizing them, or any other
wiretaps?
:Mr.ElJIU~TCTI:lL\X. "\Ybnlcl you brenk the question down for me, 1fr.
Dash? It is verv compound.
Mr. D.\SII. "\1'1'11, the first question is, Did vou han.' any part or rol€' in
authorizing the taps we just talked about, of which yon ended up being
the custodian of the logs?
:\Ir. EIIRLICIDL\:--r. No.
o
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57. On July 29, 1971 the President sent a letter to FBI Director
Hoover asking him to furnish Krogh with files containing material about
the investigation of Ellsberg and the Pentagon Papers. In response,
on August 3, 1971, Hoover sent Krogh copies of FBI interviews and other
material. In connection with its investigation of the disclosure and
publication of 'the Pentagon Papers, the Special Investigations Unit
also from time to time received information from the Department of
Defense, the Department of State and other government agencies.
57.1 Letter from J. Edgar Hoover to President Nixon,
August 2, 1971 (received from ~fuiteHouse).
57.2 Letter from J. Edgar Hoover to Egil Krogh,
August 3, 1971, SSC Exhibit No. 94, 6 SSC 2655.
57.3 E. Howard Hunt testimony, 9 SSC 3666-67.
57.4 John Ehrlichman testimony, Subcommittee of the
Senate Appropriations Committee Executive Session,
May 30, 1973, 339 (received from Senate Appro-
priations Committee).
57.5 Memorandum from Egil Krogh and David Young to
John Ehrlichman, July 30, 1971 (received from
White House).
57.6 Memorandum from Egil Krogh and David Young
to John Ehrlichman, August 2, 1971 (received
from White House).
57.7 Memorandum from Egil Krogh and David Young to
John E_hrlichman, August 12, 1971 (received from
White House).
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J. Edgar Hoover letter-~~-r--
. ,;
Federal B:u'C'o,!1- of I/~:'~'sli;;'(!ti0!, -
United Siai.es Departme ni 0/ Justi:«
lVashir:gtolL, D, C,
'--"
August 2, 1971
BY LIAISON
The ?resident
The Vihite House
Washinzton D C~'f':) _yl. ,1.4, • •
Dear Mr. President:
I have received your letter of July.29, 1971,
"which requested certain information for Mr , Egil Krogh
relative to our continuing investigation of Daniel Ellsberg,
as well as iniormation regarding individuals of interest to
Mr Krozh ill" - hrs e-'~ami]l':1Lion of Lhc. ci rcurn stances of ill anJ,'r '" ~ v '"_"...:.~J. __ ............ L._.. - Ulv -- ....._0 11 '-' 1 _- .I
recent disclosures of Top Secret and other sensitive mater-ial
to the public.
The information is being compiled and will be
furnished oxpedrtioualy to Mr , Krogh in accordance with
your request.
Sincerely yours,
e__L..--o-N
~
-: .~.
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57.2 J. Edgar Hoover letter
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1'1;1»);11"'1. UUHE,\V 01" IN\'ESnC',fJvN
AUGust 3" Hl71
BY LI1.ISO:-l
Honol.'able 1':1;-i1Kro:;h, J1',
Deputy k~sist:tllt to the President
;[01' DOIliest 'i.c .Affairs
'rh..;! llhito HOlisO
\'lasil.i1lg-ton, .D, ,C.
Ds-ar AIr. l:rogh:
Dy letter elated July 29; 1971, the President
advised 1;10 t ha t he h"d-dirccted that YOl: ex a.u i nc in depth
tho circumstances of the many recent discloslires of top
0CC:;"~'j; nu d o t he r- s eris i.ti vc J;1:J. tcrial to the pub l 'ic . He
a s ked til;::';; I f or wnrd to y ou all Lnf o rtnn t i on a cqu.i r-ed to
d:1"~O, includin::; in(lividu;1.1 reports 0;[ illtervic\':s, with
l'esnec'~ to 17 per s ons who wor e namcd in a n a t t a cluae n t to
11is' letter, On~ of these was D~niel Eilsber~, principal
sus p oc t ill the d i s c Los u r e of t he ":,:c"'a:;,\;:).ra Study" to va r i ous
. newspapors, Irc as ke d t ha t a compr-erie ns i vo ba ckg r-ourid p a pe r-
on Ellsberg be scnt to you,
,I
"
Bnclosed are 17 ncmor auda c on t a tn i ng i t ho infol'Tl1.il.- "
.. tion ment Lone d by the President, Wo have i n t e rv t ewod five
0/ 'i:118 illCiivicluals involved in connection with our anve s t iga-«
U,o:.! .in i;hCl EllsDcq; ca s o . "';0 a Lso cn de av or-c d to an t e r v Lew
a six'i;ll O)1C, :,:r. Chal'lcs ~L Cooke, but he declincd to s ubmi t
',:0i.ntervil~"" by the FBI w-i t hout tho s pc c a r t c c Le a ra nc e of
})0j111ty Attorney Gcneral r.ich"l'd G. Klcindic;'lst.
!f you concur, \'Ie will proceed with interviews'
01 a.ll of the r ema Ln ill;; :i.ndi v i duals except Dan i e 1 Ellsberg.
-, I'
, By s e pa r a t o COI'lJ'1Unic~tion, I am furnishin:; a copy
0;' ca c h of the,enclosurcs to tho Attol'ney Ge;Jel'al, Upon
removal ot the"classified enclosures, this transmittal lettor
~ay be declassified. . .
"
: '.,
~r.closures - 17
'SECllET
o
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Mr. THO)[P!'OC', Could we delay momentarily until we g~t copies of
that, so we wil l be able to follow along? .
~rr. DAsiL I can continue the questioning without reference to that
transcript, :\lr. Thompson. .
~[r. THO:lIPSOC'. All right. ..
Mr. DASH. Did you understand, by the v;ay. ~lr. Hunt. that from
that conversation, ':'[r. Colson was exploring the idea with you of a
major etrort to discredit :\fr. Ellsberg in the press?
~[r. Hw;T. Yes. .
Mr. DASH. Xow, did :\lr. Colson eventually offer you a position in
the lYhite HOllse?
)[r. HUXT. He did.
1.1r. DASH. And I think you have indicated in your statement that
. he referred to ..sp~ificqualifications. Can you repeat that} 'What did he
indicate to you were your qualifications which led youto that particu-
lar position? 1\"hat quaiifications?
Mr. Hm;-T. The fact that I had an investigative background of some
years and also, that I had been involved in political action operations.
Mr. DASH. Sow, were you interviewed by anyone besides :Jlr.
Colson 1
1Ifi. Hw;T. Yes.
~fr. DASH. Who was that?
·Mr. Hm;T. Mr. John D. Ehrlichman.
Mr. DASH. At whose directions, ::'lr. Hunt; did you work when you
took this position? Under whose directions? ...
.Mr. HUXT. Under Mr. Colson's direction.
Mr. DASH. Can you describe your initial assignment under
Mr. Colson? \.
Mr. HtJ:iT. ::'[1'. Colson instructed me to become the 1Y}lite House
resident sxpert on the origins of the Vietnam war. At the same time.r had a collateral responsibility for determining certain leaks of hizhlv
classified information which included the leaks of the Pent;goil
Papers.
Mr. DASH. Xow, is it true, ~rr.Hunt, that from the beginning of
your emplo.ymenL Mr. Colson asked vou to collect what could be called
derogatory information about Daniel Ellsberg?
:Mr. Hrrx-r. Yes.
Mr. DASH. ,\Yhat was to be clone with thisinformat.ion when it was
collected?
Mr. Hrrxr. ::'1'1 assumption was that it would be made available by
Mr. Colson or someone in his confidence to selected members of tJ1P,
media. . .
Mr. D~SH. Did von by the way, early in your employment, collect
~ the list of certain' media representatives who might be interested in
such material? .
Mr. HUXT. I did.. .
~rr.D,\sH. Now, following the asijmment you received from Mr,
olson. how did yon deve lop the inform!1t.ion o~ Jlr. Ellsberg i
)Ir. HC;\T. It. W;I:, developed t.hrouzl: l;tten.slre study of reports
irnished by the Fedvra l Bureall of IIl\·es~I!::ltlOn.
)fr. D.\s}£. "'crt' thl'fC :lily' other nlaten:lls that you used 1
)[r. HU;\T. There were crrt:lin OH:!rt m!1teri:.ls.
r.
i'
I
·:f. :I-~"..
...
. .
i
•
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l'Ir. D,\sH. I didn't hear your answer.
Mr. HU:-iT. There were o~'ert materials.
Mr. D.\SH. "\Yhat do YOU mean b v overt materials?
Mr. HU:-iT. :JIaterials published in
v
the press. To be more responsive
~Ir. Dash, I have a feeling I han lpft something hanging here whicl; .
I don't want to do.
The same un it, the special inve3tigations unit that was receivin« in-
formation 011 a frequent basis from the Federal Bureau of Im'esfio-a-
tion, was also receiving reports from other Government agencies sl7ch
L' as the Department of Defense, the Department of State, XationalSecurity Agency, the Imrnigrution and X aturalization Sen-ice, and soon. So that as part of my reply to your question, I \\',Ol1ld include thoseGoHrnment agencies as sources of information on Dr. Ellsberrr.- l-1r. D.\SH. 1\0"-, do you recall 31r. Colson asking you to intervlew
Col. Lucien Conein? .
~rr.HUXT. I do.
Mr. DASH. Who is Lucien Conein, orwho was h~,;:u; the time you
interviewed him? .. .
)1r. H'[")i'T. At the time I interviewed Colonel Conein, he had just
returned from the Army., I believe, and was in the proce~s of retiring
from the CIA, or had retired therefrom. He and I had trained tozether
in the Office of Stratczic Services for service in the Far East. I~ fact
we had shipped ant to China together and worked in Chinn. togethe;
durinz "\Vorld "\\'ar II. I had seen him infrequently during the inter-
yenin~ years, but we had maintained a friendly relationship.
l\Jr~D,\SII. Do you recall when the initial interview with Colone1
Conein took place?
Mr. HUXT, Itwas on or abontJuly 8,1971.
Mr. SACHS. Excuse me, :\1r. Dash, could we confer for just a moment 1
Mr. D.\sn. Yes.
Mr. SACHS. Jlr. Chairman, is it possible that the photographers who
are right here, just a. few feet from us and clickinatheir cameras, could
be asked to remove themselves to some more distant place so that
there would be less distraction to ~rr.Hunt? There are, as you call see,
Your Honor, maybe a dozen people here who arc doing their jobs,
undoubtedly, but it is a little distracting.
Senator ERVIX. Mr. Hunt. do they distract you?
Mr. HUST. Thev do. :\f1'. Chairman.
Senator El1\'Tx: I "ill have to ask the photographers to sort of (YC't
over to the side somewhere where they won't distractXlr. Hl~lt.
[Laughter.]. .' .
As far as this committee is concerned, we have to receive :\11'. Hunt's
testimony. .'.
Mr. J-Iu:-iT. Thank you, :Jfr. Chn irman, and I apologize to the pho-
torrranhers involved. --- .. c.Srr~D,\~H. All right 110W, :\£1'. Hunt, are you ready to proceed?
Mr. HUXT. 1'('5. sir.
:Mr. D,\SH. iYill YOll just brirfly describe \\'h:lt. Ot'CuITC'a. Did YOU
initialh' intcl'\'iew ('olonel COlwin? •
)fr. j-Iu:-iT. I did.
Mr. Ih":JL Did YOll follow that inlen'i('\\' hy n tl'h'phol1l' COlll'prS:l-
tion with Col-onel Cutll.'in ?
.~...
...
!...,
I
I,
I
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57.4 John Ehrlichman testimony
Retyped from indistinct original
.,
E X E CUT I V E S E S S .1 0 N--------- -------
PURPORTED ATTE;,jPT TO INVOLVE THECL'iTtu.L INTELL 1GE:"lCE AGE:iCY
IN THE l'iATEi{GATE AND ELLSBERG INCIDL'HS
WEDNESDAY, t.tW 30, 1973
United States Senate,
Subco~~ittee of the Committee
,on Appropriations,
Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10: 10 a.m ,, pursuant to call, in
room 1223, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John L.
1,1cClellan (chairman of the sub ccmmi t tee) presiding.
Present: Senators McClellan, Pastore, Young and Hruska.
Chairman 1'-IcClellan.The committee will come to order.
Nr. Ehrlichman, we welcome you 'here this morning. We
appreciate your response to our invitation to appear before
the committee. I note you have counsel with you. In this
particular inquiry in these executive sessions we have been
having we have permitted sounsel to be present. They can
only, of course, advise you regarding your legal rights and
so forth. Other than that, they are not permitted to ask
questions or interrupt the proceedings in any way.
lye have heretofore and in view of the delicacy of the
inquiry that the committee is mak ing and its icpo rt ance we
retvnuJ from indistinct ori~inal
27
~ ...
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the President for the formation of a special group to manage
and act on the Pentagon Papers and other leak problems.
Their proposal was discussed wi th the Pr esident and he
approved it in general terms on Saturday, July 24.
Before that date Howard Hunt was not engaged in activities
of the plumbers, simply because they didn't then exist. And
so his visit to General Cushman, and his requests of July 22,
must have related to some other project. I do not know what
that might have been.
Once the President approved establishment of the unit
I began a round of meetings to introduce Krogh and Young to
members of the Cabinet and Agency heads in whose areas they
would he working. On July 28 we met with Attorney General
Kleindienst. On August 5, 1971, Krogh, Young and I met with
Secretary of Defense Laird and his general counsel for this
purpose.
On August 12, we met with Director Helms of the CIA and
Mr. Osborne.
As I recall this meeting reviewed the President's charter
to Nr . Krogh and He discussed the ahi Li ty and propriety of the
CIA analyzing the news reports and providing a complete cata-
logue of leaks.
As i·Ir.Helms has previously testified, neither the psycho-
logical profile project nor Howard Hunt's request for aid were
discussed at this meeting (Tr. 257, 271).
retyped from indistinct original
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-_ 57.5 £gil Krogh and David Young
memorandum
-..,<-- .. -. _-. -Retyped From Indistinct Original
July 30, 1971
HEMORANDUM FOR: JOHN D. EHRLICI:iMAJ.~
FROM: EGIL KROGH, JR. AND DAVID R. YOUNG
SUBJECT: STATUS OF ELLSBERG ET AL. INQUIRY AS OF Jln~y 30, 1971
The f oLl.owi.ngis an initial report on wha t we have found out, what we
set up in order to monitor and give direction to the bureaucracy and what
actions we have taken.
Operations Unden.;ray
(1) We have had meetings with the Departments of Defense, State,
Justice and the CIA, to determine what each is doing in the wake of the
Pentagon Papers case. In addition to the general classification and de-
classification study being carried out by the Rehnquist Committee, each
department has set up a committee to review its clearance procedures and
each is in the process of preparing damage assessments.
(2) We have established a liaison relationship with Justice and
Defense in order for us to be fed the information whLch they are developing
in tneir various investigations. We will also be able to initiate the in-
vestigation of leads through this channel.
(3) The specific projects which have been undertaken by the de-
partments are as f oLl.ows:
(A) Defense is conducting:
(i) A detailed analysis of the preparation of the
Study and the track of its distribution;
(ii) An analysis of the published material to deter-
mine what parts of the Study have been published and what
proportion has come from other classified sources;
(iii) An investigation of all individuals still in
the military or defense related positions who participated
in the Study;
(iv) An investigation of the security arrangements at
RAND and is inventorying all its documents.
[8325]
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(B) Justice:
(i) The Criminal Prosecution Section of the
Internal Security Division is pursuing U.S. v. Ellsbe:r::_g_;
(ii) The FBI is investigating all individuals in
connection with U.S. v. Ellsberg;
(iii) The Internal Security Division is doing an
analysis and evaluation of all information gathered on
Ellsberg and associated individuals.
(4) An overall study of the classification and declassification
system under NSSM 113 is being done by the Rehnquist Interdepartmental
Committee. (A preliminary report by them for a new system of classification
is attached.)
Actions Taken
(1) The FBI has been asked to expand its investigation to cover
all non-Defense related individuals connected with the preparation of the
Study and to follow-up any other leads falling out of the investigations
in the U.S. v. Ellsberg case itself.
(2) We have instructed the CIA to do a thorough psychological study
on Ellsberg.
(3) We have asked Mr. Smyser for an oplnlon (for Henry A. Kissinger)
on the relationship of timing between October South Vietnam election and
the political exploitation of the Democrats' involvement in the 1963 coup
again&t Diem. (Initial oral reaction is that it would be disastrous for us
to put anything out before the South Vf.et.nam election.)
-2-
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_ 57.6 Egil Krogh and David Young
memorandum
August 2, 1971
MEMORANDUM FOR: JOHN D. EHRLIC~~~
FROM: EGIL KROGHs JR. AND DAVID YOUNG
SUBJECT: MEETING WITH SECRETARY LAIRD AND FRED BUZHARDT ON
TUESDAY, AUGUST 3, 1971 AT 11:00 A.M.
1. The purpose of the meeting is:
(a) to emphasize the seriousness wf.t h which the President
views the investigation into the publication of the "Pentagon
Papers" ;
(b) to make it clear that we are interested in the gathering
of all information relevant to the preparation, the distribution
and the participants of the Study;
(c) to point out that the Hhite House expects a direct infor-
mation f Low ,
2. -So far we have gotten very little out of Defense, inspite of the fact
that they do have a complete report from the Defense Supply Agency team
whLch inspected Rand, etc. You could use this as an example of the kind
of material that we expect to ge& directly.
3. He should also get, as soon as they are available, the interviews with
the various individuals who participated in the preparation of the Study
and are being investigated by Defense (Attached at Tab A is list of names).
4. Attached at Tab B for your background information is our earlier memo-
randum on what projects are presently in operation and what we have set up.
Attached at Tab C is a copy of the draft organizational chart.
[8330]
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-_ 57.7 [gil Krogh and David Young
memorandum
Retyped from indistinct original _..i-- -
August 12, 1971
MEMORANDUM FOR: JOHN EHRLICHMAN
FROM BUD KROGH AND DAVID R. YOUNG
SUBJECT: MEETING \\lITHRICHARD HELHS k\TD
HOI-lARD OSBORN AT 5 :00 P .1-1. TODAY
Purpose of the Meeting:
To impress upon Helms the President's personal interest and your
primary responsibility in all matters surrounding the publication of
the Pentagon Papers (as was done with the Attorney General and
Secretary Laird).
Particular Points You May ~vant to Cover:
I(1) That the general areas under this mandate include the whole
problem of leaks, the NSSM 113 study and recorrnnendations on classi-
fication and declassification, and the gathering of information on the
McNamara Study itself and Ellsberg's role.
(2) That since you have been tasked by the President on this matter,
any information wh Lch he wants brought to the President's attention on
this subject should be sent to you.
(3) That we will be calling upon CIA to perform specific ad hoc
projects, e.g. psychological study, leak analysis 1969-1971, develop-
ment of non-xeroxable paper, etc.
(4) That Helms give us the name of one person, e.g. Howard Osborn,
who we can contact to get these projects done [FYI -- So far CIA seems
to have been cooperative,although their product in the psychological
study was unsatisfactory.]
(5) That you try to get Helms' feel on his present relationship with
the FBI and the degree to which there has been a breakdown of communi-
cations.
Retyped from indistinct original.
[8333]
Retyped from indistinct original.
(6) That you reviewed with the President, Helms' letter of June
on leaks so far this year, and that we will be developing a procedure
Hhich will attempt to have authorized leaks checked through the White
House.
Retyped from indistinct original.
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58. In the week prior to August 5~ 1971, Krogh, Young, Hunt and Liddy
discussed information that the FBI had sought to interview E11sberg's
psychiatrist, Lewis-Fielding, but that Fielding had refused to discuss
anything involving any of his patients. There was discussion about
someone going into Fielding's office to find whatever information there
was about E11sberg. Liddy said that when he was in the FBI he had been
involved in an entry operation. There was discussion of whether Cuban
Americans who had worked with Hunt on the Bay of Pigs invasion might
be available to make the actual entry into Fielding's office.
58.1 Egil Krogh Grand Jury testimony, January 30, 1974,
23-26.
58.2 David Young Grand Jury testimony~ August 22, 1973,
54-55.
58.3 Lewis Fielding affidavit, United States v. Russo,
April 29~ 1973, 2.
--- 58.4 E. Howard Hunt testimony, Grand Jury, People v.
Ehrlichman, June 6, 1973, 238-39.
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58.1 Egil Krogh testimony
.,
NOTE
Portions of the Grand Jury testimony of Egil
Krogh have been separately distributed to
Committee members.
[8340]
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58.2 David Young testimony
NOTE
Portions of the Grand jury testimony of David Young
have been separately distributed to Committee members.
[8342]
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- 58.3 Lewis Field iug aff idavi t
I
iILEON~RD U. BOUDIN
IIRABINO\'Il'l'Z, BOUDIN & S'l',\.NDi\!,{D
2 kllARLCS H. NESSO:'!
i!CHARLES E. GOOD[:LL
:3 ~:DOL01~ES l\. eo.rov: ...~r
I, •
1
!125 West Fourth Street, Suite 612
4 :Los l\n<:W1e[;, CCl1ifornia 90013
1:(213) 489-'1307
5 IiiAttorneys for D8fendup~ DClnie1 E11sberg
6 1
\LEONARD I. \'IEINGLASS
? ;1I. PETER YOUNG
1125 \\'est Fourth Street, SUIte 612
8 ~os Angeles, California 90013
i (213) '189-7220
91~O ~ttorneys for Defendant Anthony Joseph ~s.o. Jr.
11 I UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA12
13 UNITED STATES
I
14
~ 15 VS.
OF ANERICA, )
)
Plaintiff, .)
)
) .
)
16 A..l\ITHONYJOSEPH RUSSO, JR.,· )
DANIEL ELLSBERG, )
17 )
Dcfend.c!;1ts. )
18 )
19
20
21
22
23
~.....
NO. 9373-m1B-CD
AFFIDAVIT OF LEHIS J. FIELDU:G, N.D.
I •• -.:. ~~ t f:": ;_-: :;
. . "",~:.~ -.'
.1
i
"'.: ....
STATE OF CALIFORNIA )) ss.
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES ) .~. _. r:"'
24 1949. ~~ office is located at 450 North Bedford, Beverly Hills,
25
261
" 2711
28
129
30
31
32
I, LEWIS J. FIELDING, being duly sworn depose and say:
I am a psychiatrist licensed to practice medicine in
the State of New York in 1937 and in the State of California in
Ca 1ifornia .
I am and have been since 1938 a psychiatrist; since
1949 I have specialized in psychoanalysis. I am certified in
both psychiatry and neurology. I am a member of the American
psychiatric Association, the American Psychoanalytical Associa-
tion, the American Medical Association and other profeSSional
organizations.
For some time prior to July, 1970,.Dr. Ellsberg was
.;-.:~,._
,.
..
II ./r.ir ~ r:
,''/ \ ,'"'"
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ODe of my patients. I have seen him on a few occasions since.
2 I On July 20, 19J1, at approximately 10: 30 a .m. there
3 :I :::._a.knock on the door of my office leading from the waiting
411 room to the consultation room. Upon r espondLng I found t\'JO
I: .
5 'I men who stated that they we re ag enrs from the Federal Bureau
of Investigation and showed me their otficial identification
cards. One of them was Richard C. Kilcourse; the other agent
gave his name but I did not take particular notice of it.
The agents stated that the~ wished to talk to me. They advis2d
me that they wished to talk to me about Dr. Ellsberg. I
told them that I could not have any discussions with them
until I consulted my lawyer. They departed wLt.h the understand-
ing that I would telephone Mr. Kilcourse to advise him of my
decision.
On July 22, 1971, after consultation with my attorney,
I decided that I should not discuss my patient or his affairs
and asked my attorney to so advise Mr. Kilcourse.
On July 26, 1971, I received a telephone call from a
Mr. Horehead, who described himself as an F.B. I. agent. I
believe, although I am not positive, that he was the agent
who accompanied Hr. Kilcourse on the July 20, 1971 visit w i.th
me. Hr. Morehead asked me what decision I had reached w i.t.h
respect to the agents' .request of July 20, 1971 for a discus-
sion with me about my patient. I told him that my attorney
had contacted Hr. Kilcourse concerning my decision. Hr.
Morehead then told me that Hr. Kilcourse was no longer on
the case. Accordingly, I gave Hr. Norehead my attorney's
name and telephone number and I am advised that Hr. Horehead
or some other representa tive o f the F.B. I. communicated ~,ith
my attorney and was told of my decision.
On Saturday, September 4, 1971 at ap,oroximntely 9'.00 p .~.,
during the Labor D.3Y weekend whi.le I was at my home, I \'IClS
2
I',
.,
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.' .... .",i ,.
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telephoned by Oificec nottlcm~n of the Beverly IIills Police
Dcpnrt.ment, Officer Bot t Leman informed lIlethat my offic'c hac!
been broken i.ntoand tha t a police officer was present in
my office checking into the mattcr.
I called Mr. Wakeman, the general manager of the build-.
ing, and he suggested that I come to the building. I drove
down to the office with my wife, Elizabeth, and found my
papers and records strewn about. A police officer, a Mr.8
Brickley, Shield #603, of the Beverly Hills Police Department,
was present and was checking the office for fingerprints.
I observed that the locks on my office doors had been
13 had been hacked away. I also observed that the locks on my
pried open and that the wood part of the door near the lock
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
wood cabinet and on my steel filing cabinet behind it had
also been pried open and,bent completely out of shape. These
cabinets contained information and records concerning my
patients including Dr. Ellsberg. The files in my cabinet
were in considerable disarray. My personal papers, including
those pertaining to Dr. Ellsberg, appeared to have been thor-
oughly ru~~aged through.
I then learned some of the facts as to the actual break-
in from Hr , EfraLn Nartinez, tliecleaning man. He told me the
23 following story in the presence of my wife, Elizabeth, the
24 maintenance superintendent, ~rr. J.C. Boone, and Officer Brickley:
25 On the previous night, September 3, while Mr. Nartinez was at
26 his night job at about 11:00 p.m. cleaning up the building, t\,JO
27 'men arrived at the building. !-rr. Nartinez saf.dthat they were
28 wearing uniforms, somewhat like those of a postman or United
29 Parcel Post delivery man and they were carr'y ing a large suitcase.
30 He said that they talked in an accent wh i.chhe recognized to
31 -,-.Cuban and chat he wou Id know such an accent. They told him
32 that they were supposed to deliver the suLtcnse to me. \-.'hileNr..
3
II,
t., r r..~, '" _.,.
, .
.... ,/ '.'/://
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N<:lrtine2:thought this SOtnC\·}h3t unusual, he pennitted tbem to
enter my office and believed that they had left the suitcase
in my office. ,
I, of course, had made no arrangements for that or
any other delivery. I had expected no suitcase and found no
suitcase on my arrival at my office in response to the call
7
8
from Officer Bottleman.
As I looked over the office I attempted to do SOme re-
9 arranging. I could not tell what was missing, although the
10 incoming Saturday mail which was usually neatly sta~ked on
11 my desk by the cleaning .people was not there and never turned
12 up. My wife and I left the office at approximately 10:45 p.m.
13
14
15
in considerable distress.
I contacted the Beverly Hills police Department several
weeks later to find out if they had any furt.\Yerinforma'tion
16 regarding the break-in. I was advised. that they did not. With
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
this exception, from the time of the break-in until the present,
I have not been contacted by anyone nor have I contacted anyone
(w Lt h the exception of my counsel whornI spoke with immedia tely
after the weekend of the break~in) regarding this matter until
Friday, April 27, 1973.
On that day, Dr; E1lsberg telephoned my office and
informed me that the Court had informed him of a Government
24
report of a break-in at the office of a psychiatrist of Dr. E11s-
25 berg. I could not speak to Dr. E11sberg in any detail at
26 that time since I waS with a patient. Later that day when Dr.
27 Ellsberg telephoned me again, I confirmed t~e fact of the break-
28 in.
29. The next day I received a telephone ~al1 from Dr. Ellsberg
30 and his counsel, Leonard B, Boudin. Nr. Bondi.n.requested a
31 meeting with me and such a meeting occurred in my attorney's
32 office on Saturday afternoon, April 28, 1973. The meeting \-1<IS
.4
,
1\ " .
• - •• .J~ .. __ ... -_.[8347]
-z: I related the foregoing facts.
"'''411
5
1
1
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
!11 attended by my attorneys, Harry B. Swer dLow and Irving A.
2 Shimer, Hr. Boudin, Dr. Ellsberg and myself at which time I
I
I
I
I
I
LEI·IIS J/., FIELDH:G, H,D.
. /'
Subscribed and sworn to before
me this 29th day of April, 1973.
"
Notary13
;
~ublic in and for Said County
and State.14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
•
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"
People v. Ehr1ichIT'.an, et al. (A 300 388)
LOS ANGELES COUNTY GRA1\TO.nJRY TESTIHON¥
E. HOHard Hunt
June 6, 1973
E. Howard Hunt t t'cs lffiony
....
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Q During the meeting that you just made reference
to, were any statements additionally made in support of a
so-called bag job on Dr. Fielding's office?
A Well, that was the subject of the me.eting, sLr,
And we all discussed it.
I believe I was asked if omy technical skills
extended to that area, and I ~ndicated: Yes, that I b3d
been trained for it in the CIA.
Mr. Liddy indicated that he had had some FBI.
experience of it; and we though~ that if a -- if the go-ahead
were given the operation could be accomplished.
Q Ba~ed upon what ~iscussion occurred, particularly
in the statements made by Mr. Krogh, if any, did you reach
any cone Ius ion as to ,,,bether or not Nr. Kro_gtlw§§__ making
this decision to gd ah2ad on this study by~himself, or whether
or not be had conferred with anyone e 1s-2.a.bo~tt:~e"~~::2tter?
;,
A This is inferentia 1 on my part, Mr. Hecht. I °
infer~.lr. Krogh waosGJot empo'overed)to m;ke a decision____------~----~~====-_o=-~~==~o .~ __.------ __
of that nature personally.
___.. ::: .-------
Qo "vas it ever suggested by anyone that. the l'BI might
obtain the kind of °inforrnatioiJthat _you made reference to
Ln a legitimate fashfon?
A It was -- it was suggested by myself, sir.
Q And what dio you say?
A I said: If -- to this effect: I said, "If this
o •
material is required, why can't we J'ust senolv req~cs~ th~...I • '"" W 4.t..:4
Bureau to acquire it fOt" us?"
Q Did someone respond?
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To the best of m1 recollection, Mr. Liddy responded
What did he say?
He indicated that w LthLn the past five or, s i,x
Q
·A
the preceding five or six years, under the aegis'of the
late Edga.rJ. Hoover, tbat surreptitious entry operations had
beco~a'a thing of the past within the FBI; and that the
',",
specially trained cadres who 'used to conduct -- or ha~'-forcerl~
, ~
conducted ent;y:~perations for the'EBI, ~hose ge~tl~men' had
" t· .been disbanded and. posted els~¥7.he.r:_ein the United States ..
And intact, that there was 'no single body of
expertise ~ollthii.ltb~ Bureau~'"
Q. Did' Hr.; -Krogh app,ear to accept that explanation?
..~. .-. ; -, . '';' ,;
Q.Al1 right. Has' It ever sugg este'd by anyone, dur Lng
that same meeting't6at the 'Se6ret Service might obtain such '
information ina legitimate fashion? "
A Yes; I made thitsuggestion. , '
r
'4 And wh~t did you say i~ that r~gard?
A I said, "Well, if the Bureau can t t do it, what
about--tne Secret Service?"
• .'!' •
Did anybody res pond?':"
'Yes.
Q "'bo was that?
A Either Mr. Lirldy or Mr. Krogh indicat"d to me ths
th(? Secret Service did not helve the fu1.1 con ILc c.ic c of tr:e
White House for,a matter as sensitive as this.
Q All right. Lastly, was it ever suggested by anyo
that the CIA mi3ht obtain such information in a legitimate
[8352]
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59. On or about August 5, 1971 Krogh and Young reported to Ehr1ichman
that the FBI had been unable to gain access to Fielding's files on
E1lsberg. They told Ehrlichman that to examine these records something
other than regular channels through the FBI or through the ongoing agencies
would have to be undertaken. Krogh told Ehrlichman that there were
individuals in the unit and individuals available who had professional
experience in this kind of investigation. Ehrlichman said that he would
think about it. Ehr1ichman has stated that he discussed with the Presi-
dent the need to send Hunt and Liddy to California to pursue the Ellsberg
investigation and the President responded that Krogh should do.whatever
was necessary to get to the bottom of the matter -- to learn Daniel
E1lsberg's motive and potential for further action.
59.1 Egil Krogh Grand Jury testimony, January 30, 1914, 28-30.
59.2 David Young Grand Jury testimony, August 22, 1973, 39-42.
59.3 John Ehrlichman testimony, Grand Jury, People v. Ehrlichman,
June 8, 1973, 547-48, 603 (received from Los Angeles County
Grand Jury).
59.4 John Ehrlichman affidavit, United States v. Ehrlichman,
April 26, 1974, 7-8.
59.5 John Ehrlichman log, July 29, 1971 and August 5, 1971
(received from SSC).
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59.1 Egil Krogh testimony
NOTE
Portions of the Grand Jury testimony of Egil
Krogh have been separately distributed' to
Committee members.
: .
,
I.
I
I
, .
!
i
~.
!
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59.2 David Young testimony
NOTE
Portions of the Grand Jury testimony of David Young
have been separately distributed to Committee members.
c
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_ 59.3 John Ehrlichman testimony
.,
:-... ...
People v. Ehrlichnart, et al. (A 300 388)
LOS ANGELES COUNTY GRAND JURY TESTIHONY
John Ehrlichman
June 8, 1973
.~
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Iwithrespact to any projects of the special unit or
-, .':
having r : in cooperation irom the F.B._I.,.
Q. Did Mr. Y.ou...'"lgeverseek your advice and counsel
Plu..ilbers Group?
.A. Yes, he did.
In what connection?
, A Ina connection ylhich I am really not at liberty
to discuss, but which has no -- no connection with this matter._
Q. Did Mr. Krogh ever seek your. approval in
connection with any contemplated cours~s of action t.na t,
were to be undertaken by the members of the Plumbers Group
or special unit?
A Yes. In the former connection, in the matter
of the F.B.I. He, and I think he w._ he and David Young jprobably jointly came to the conclusion that it: was going
to be necessary for them to·do some first party investigation,
so to speak.
And since this was a departure from the
original
Q.
A.
out here to
party.__.
Q.
A.
the original conc8pt, we discussed it.-- - ......
What _was the first party investigat.ion
Well, specifically 1 sending "Hu."lt and Liddy
do so~e investigation for Krogh anj Young, first
When was that discussion entered into, sir?
I can't recall specifically, but it WG~ld have
been s omet.Lraa, I would guess -- oh I the lute ?e:l:.:t. of July
or the early part of August, some place in thGrc.
Did Hr. Krogh discuss this with you privub~lYI
~f '
:;'~.
:~~;
s-, .... :..~
.-:_ .. _'
fF,,_",
~, .- " ~.
.~.:~.~:
.f'
'':'}_:.-
;~ ...'· ;-'
• I ~~· -'
. ":", ..~'....:
:. "'0'-
'." :'...
" :~.
.~..
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· ':~~'
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or was Hr. Young present at the SaJ.::8 ti~?I . A. I donItCed more than know.once, I can't recall. I think itas a matter of fact.
'.. :.....:.
'. : ... : '"
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Q '. From the tes t Lmony of O-thers, when combined with
testimony, I'm left with the impression that up until
this new approach was taken -- excuse me, allegedly taken __
that there was a kind of coordinated effort between you and
among a number of agencies directed toward solving the
leakage problem, is that correct?
A Yes.
Q Now, when this new approach came Lnt o being, that
seems to be characteriz~d as ~ "Do-it-yourself" ~pproach as
distinguished from a coordinated approach.
t-louldyou agree with that observation?
It was a fall-back. It was a.last resort~A
Q Did the President know'about this change of
approac~?
A Yes, he did~
Q Did he specifically ~pprove it?~ ....
Yes. he ..did.--What limitations, other than the one that LiddyAQ
and Hunt should be in the background in connsction with.their
trip to California to avoid White House implication, so to
speak, ~hat other limitations were imposed that you know of?
A '. I don I t know tha t any ware expr essLy imposed.
I don't think anybody said, "Now, don't go out there and
break the law," or something of that kind .. I think it was
just -- it was just understood that they were going to do
a quiet investigation of facts.
Q In terms of this quiet investigation of facts,
do you, acquaint that with the expression "Cove rt ;'l{'t"hd .....11
------~
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59.4 John Ehrlichrnan affidavit
./$--Jjj/ . It
r------
IN TH2 UNITeD STt"TES DIST[UCT <tOUWi'I FiLG t;PR
FOR 'fHE DISTRICT OF COr.,Ui,SIr_--'---_ ..
CR. C,\SE NO. 74-116 (Judge Gest~.
--------------------~-- --~-----------)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, )
)
PIa intiff, )
)
vs. ' )
)
JOHN EHRLICllJ.'Lr..N,et aI., )
)
Defendants )
------------------~---)
J';.';''::5 r. r;,\':=:Z
C:,::::?;<
,,'
" '
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN D. EHRLICR~r..N
DISTRICT
OF'
COLUMBIA
S8: . < .. '
JOHN D.'EHRLICHRr..N,'being duly sworn,
~
on oath deposes
and says:
The following narrative account of the formation and'
authorization of t.he investigation of the theft of the Pentagon
Papers and sUbsequent events, 'going to the. question of the
President's instructions, authorization and approval, is ma.da
in response to the court's request of April 19, 1974.
The pentagon Papers Theft:
In mid-June, 1971, it was learned at the H:l.ite H.::JL~se
th3t part of the 47-volumc secret study of the viet X.J.!:1 ~':;:_r
hacl been copied and de Li.ve rod to the t:c,v" York Ti!7:cs and other
pupers.
."-.~'~_,- .... ~--....._---------,
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The s..r.. LT Leak:
During the week of July 19, ,1971, the media ca rz i.ed a
story which disclosed this country's .secret negotiating st:::ategj
in the strategic Anns Limitation Tceaty negotiations '.-lith the
Russians.
In my presence, both the President and members of the
National Security council staff expressed deep concern and even~..
When the President discussed leaks with. E9').LKragh and
me, on JuLy 24, 1971, he demanded that Krogh find_those respon-:'<:, .
sible for the SALTleak. resorting to _polygraph te.sts regardles
of Gcivernment employees' objections, and gave the clear im-
pression to me .tJ;1atKrogh was to use extraordinary;meas~res to
carry out his assignment. -'-:".
This conversation with Krogh left me with the belief~~.~
that now Krogh had a one-on-one relationship vlith"'the President. '
which accomplished the assignment given me by the'President
July 2, to find someone to ~ake over the Ellsberg matter.
Both before and after the Krogh meeting, July 24, the
President also gave me instructions to pass along to Krogh and
young. Invariably when they made recommendations, jointly or
severally, the President concurred. His only criticism of the:
effort vT8Sthat it wa s not vigorous enough.I The unit was ordered to investigate on some date \oJnich
I~OUld probably be determined from my notes (now in the Govern-
ment's custody). Hr. Krogh cornpLa Lnod o f t1"!~ ·F.3.I.'s ftlilure
to cooperate fully in the Ellsberg investigation. I discussed
,." .- ......
_-.,- ...._ ...._-- ... - -- .... -._,_._.- ... -- ........ _._ .... ,- -.. - ....--~.-~...- ....~",_.' .. ~-- ... -~•..~...~:".~ ...~:.~~~~:.~~:;~
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the pr6blem with the Attorney General. He advised me of a con-
tinuing problem w i th Hr. Hoo ver ,, I recall specifically Nr. Krogh
complaining that the F.B.I. had not even designated the Ellsberg
case as a primary or priority case.
I advised Krogh of my talk \·,iththe Attorney General,
and he recommended that some of the unit's people b~ sent out
to quickly complete the California investigation of ,Ellsberg.
I told the President of these conversations r' sometime
bet\veen July 26 and August 5, as nearly as I can now reconstruct
it.
;-.~ ,
_..)
He responded that Krogh should, of' course. do \"hatever
he considered necessary to get to the bottom of the m~tter--to
learn what Ellsberg ',smotives and potential further harmful
act:Lon might be.
"'';'
I told Krogh, in substance, that he should do.':,,,hatever
" -, -he con~idered necessary.
On August 6, I left Washington for a period of 5 days.
August 11 was my first full day back in the office.
sometime later. I initialled and wr ot.eon a Hemorandum,
dated August 11. in which Krogh and young proposed that the in-
vestigation include a covert attempt to .learn ,,,hatEllsberg may
have disclosed to Dr. Fielding. In my opinion, this wa s we Ll,
within the president's mandate.
So far as I am personally concerned, I was not awa~~ o~
any intent on anyone's part to break into D:-. rielcnl1,r'~: 1':"'::~:":>C3
before that occurrence •
I
i. ,
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59.5 John Ehrlichman log
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60. According to a document in the file of the Special
Investigations Unit entitled "Specific Projects as of August 10,
1971," in addition to the investigation of Ellsberg and the Pentagon
Papers and the SALT disclosure, the Unit undertook projects with re-
spect to an analysis of leaks, press regulations, classification and
declassification systems, the cancellation of software contracts and
a polygraph study.
60.1 Document entitled "Specific Projects as of
August 10, 1971" from the files of the Special
Investigations Unit (received from White House).
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Specific Action
1) Ellsbcrg - factual.
2) Psychological Study
3) Leak Analysis
Qualitative/
Quantitative
., 4) Beecher/SALT Leak
5) Present Press Regs.
Rcview/Rccmn-
rne nda t ion
<>
6) NSSM 113 (New sensitive classi-
fication s y s t em )
(New sensitive declassifi-
cation .system)
7) Software Contracts
[c a n ceLlat ion thereof)
q) Polygr2.ph Study
•
SPCC.!..!~_!C PI~O.;~=c"j"S
as of August 10, 1971
:Vl]
~JJj .
WHO HAS ACTIO~
and
Due Date
August 16
August 16
Draft Done
Sc pt crnbe r I
In D'ra It
Draft NSDM w/1L'\K
.' .'\, ., .. 1 .
" I·
.. '.' .1
60.1 '~pccific Projects as of
August 10, 1971"
Liddy
nV"" 1-; C ,.• ~.
1...,,:\ ID CJA (Osborn)
.CIA (Paisley)
Krogh/Young
• .I
YOul1u!Krogh
Dean
Dean
Haig
Nordahl
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61. On August 11, 1971 the CIA de La.vcr ed to Kn.J~;h and Young a
psychologLcal profile on Ellsberg dated August 9, 1971-. On the same
day Krogh and Young submitted a written status report to Ehrlichrnan
on the. entire Pe.ntagon Papers project. The report referred to the
psycfiological profile of Ellsberg that had been received, but stated
that Krogh and Young considered it to be superficial. Krogh and
Young recommended that a covert opera t J 011 be undertaken to examine
all the medical files still held by Ellsberg's psychoanalyst covering
the tvlO year period in wh Lch Ellsberg was undergoing analysis.
Ehrlichrnan stated his approval of the recommendation if done wLt h Krogh
and young ' s assurance that it was not t r ace ab Le , Copies of the August 11
status report 'i-llLich ,.;rere furnished by the hlhi te House to the House
Judiciary Comra.it t.ee had the par ag r aph recommending a covert operation
and Ehrlichman's approval deleted.
6.1.1 CIA Director of Security affidavit, Nay 9, 1973
(received from CIA).
61.2 Letter from CIA Director of Security to David Young,
August 11, 1971 (received from CIA).
61.3 Preliminary psycho]ogical study, August 9, 1971
(received f~om CIA).
61.4 John Ehrlichman testimony, 6 sse 2545-:~;6.
61.5 Memorandum from Egil Krogh and David Young to John
Ehr.lichman, August 11,.1971 and routing slip from
John Ehrlichm;::m to David Young and Egi.l Krogh,
SSC Exhibit No. 90, 6 sse 2643-45.
61.6 Memorandum from Egil Krogh and David Young to John
Ehrlichman, August 11, 1971 (received from \·,'hite
House). (f~ ~ ~J "",,4 ~ 'f'-~)
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61.1 CIA Director of Security
Affidavit
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;,
d cp o s c c and s a y s :
1. I am the Dlr<..:ctor of SCCUl'iLY of the Centra! Inte:lli::-c;'tcc r,,,~,,,,c"
- - 0 '-.- )
.:
i; events leading up to the pr cpc r at Ion or a ps ychologic2.1 p;:-cfile on. Danielii
Ii
II Ellsberg p r epa r cd at the request of 10.r, David Young of th~ Wl1ite House
If staif.
/f' 3. Mr. Dav id Young iirct came to my attentien. 2S 2 result of a
,:
iI telephone call from the Director of the Ager:.c)~, W..1:" Richa.rd Helrns, whoJ!
",.
I~ informed me that a Mr. David Young of the V/hite House h~d just be.
en/1
Ii detailed from the Natio;"a~ Security Counc il s t aff to the staff of Mr • .John
Ii
j; Ehz-Lichma n, the President's Coullsel for Dor::i.estic .6,.££2.i1's.and. that he
Ii
" would be working on securit)' matters. I was inst::-ucted by l\'£r. H~lm.s to
I!
i! be cooperative in my relations w i.th Mr. Young and to keep him (The
j:
::
:: Director) generally il"'-Ior:ned, To the best of my recollection, there W2.S 2..r .
!:
: distinct, implica'tio;1 that i-.h. YOClnciwould O:! spccializin~ in the matter of;i
:: unauthorizcd disclosures of classified information. ,
2. The purpo!:c oi this s t at crn cnt is to reco::-cl. Tnj' in',ob'c!'Qc!1~ in,
.:~:
". 4. Early in the summer of 1971, I br icfe d r.:.l::-. Young il"'_ my office.
e ...
!
"!
on the cxpc r i.cnc e s th~t t11C Sccu r it v Comr.littcc'! of the Unitcd. St<'..tcs Intclli._
i: and suu:;eqll(!ntly provided l1i:-:1with sevcr;)l repox·ts ;).nd summaries th~t I~a::!.:i
genc c Bo.i rd h ad h ad in thc field of unJ.llt:lOrizcd disclo~ur;:::s O'ver t.."..cye2.::-s
,.
"
I' I
I
i,
"
.- ",..__
- --.-----[8381]
rI: pr·'_:i\·ll·;tf.j~nt (II i..!ll.! J'l'{I;iJc in (1:1:;:.~i'l:l, ;,<1'.li;l;: r11.~:l jllr"Ir:"::l~jC':t ;~'E.:tL"".L ..I.l:
r: -..,i~-- -
1J (.(1 Jtilll .()ll \·~,jlj(:!1 III Pl'(:jl:lt": ::lICJ, :t :'~'I):~lc \';;l.:; v<';l"/ :;1'~~!·:'''(';.
I-Ii$>;'I, 1,. ~~!":.c:.~.'Ill'))L" 0'1 D.\.lli(~l J::!LJJ::q:, (;.,~ccl () A\l~II:;l IS01, ([ },;ld LJ!:(:~"i("-..!.::l)"i
rcvic\'/c,j a l"ou6'1-1(L.'L:;;.It ("II L!iC c.l:;~;t;SSI·n(:!l.~ fro/:1 a s c-cu rit y p o Ir u, or ..,:j.r..:\~.,).
8. l'rn, 1~'C;- i'IJaJt ca rr iccl t.o rt,(;
/\.
I to J,'Ir. David Young on 11 j,ugust 1971 by a s p c c ia I Sc;C:l!ri~)' co._t:cicr_:i
;~i: n ot c or t r an srn i.tt a l, I s t ipu l at e d "I kn ow t h a t you 2.ppreC!2.tc
j!
.1
"'I is u s c d, the Ag cnc y should not b c c orn c involved."
I) 9- A few day s aft er IV::r. Yourig ' s receipt of the assessmc~t> :he
i
·1 telcphoned rn c arid exp r e s s cd some d.is s at isfa ct iori with the assessme~t arid
Ii
11 I rcsponded by p oint ing out that rnat e r iaI available to the Agen:::y's
I
i psychiatrists w-as very sparse.,
Ii inio:::m2.tion and a sk cd that "wc try again." Mr. Young p::-o·.'idcc. me c op ie s
I,I of c l ipp ing s , FBI reports, and other material which I fo::-warclc:i to
I: .Iil\l~ ,e;-
I'!! some of the rriat e r ia l to me which I then r ctu rricd to David Young-_
I:g
I;
" -;! 1971, I arranged to P~ltt tJ r-, b of the A~ency's lVi:(!d.lc<llSQ!,viccs
.! ----~----------------
";r staff in direct s:o:1~act with 1\'1r. Young a!'.J I had no furtrle::- cliscl:ssio:;-rs wit::.
Ii
He offered to provide me with additional
2.S it was received. Ever~~~-ally, J__t_1 _,-_, _~ ret:u:r:lecl at Lca s t
To the best of my r-ec orl ec tion s orn e time in Sep~cr:.1.be:r'. of
,- him on this subject. I do recall that !Onbseque:-ttly! I') I. ,c;-- mentioned to
I-----.--.:,
': me that he hled briefed 1\,[1'. ~ tht:u tl1~ Dcpl' ..ty" Di:rcctoJ:" fo~----'-._----!:
i
;~ Support, on the Inatter <:nd shorlly thc:rc2.fter r./~r_[ ~,--_·_tclcpho:ted
;~
II.il sonally ,dl rnztto::rL::.l fO;::\'i<~nlcd to the \'/hit" HOlt::;C oa this 11l<'.ttel'_
ii
I rcpc~lccl to him the Direcco:::' s s1:ipll bLion th<,-::he ,,-anted. to ;:tP?!:"c\'c pe:--
,.
;;
p
•
I;
::
::
":1 3
'.
". --~
I
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I' M r. ));,,\,jd YU:lI::: :~II(1
j,
I;
,: :;1'(:(;;[;(. t',,,;,',,lh()~'i:-:c(l di:,c!(,::;t no:; u( '.:l.',:;::j ~i<:d i"CfJ::-:-,,:,l:v<t,
:::;!1 o n :.t:\·f;J·~ll
._..,,;"-'
j 11','0 r-_.j ::'.~.
!!
:; h in i \':dh ,;:<LCII:.;i\'c m;~~(;l'i;d [,'(1:11 OL', Lilc s ;:r:(l P(;l[u,·rn:.:tl :;t.:\·l;~·;~l :;p~:ci[i:::
i:r d a n \;If. t: it!i ~j(;!):"; fn c ,...::; ill } Ii!.; r c qu C..t .
'I
::
In rio nc of t hc s c con~;·.ct:;
i'
f
-I canloltrLI~;L.: any oU:cr ac t i.v it ic s .,
.,
'dl::;'
r Agency's I-Ic2.dqu2i:tcrs Duilc.ing a nd 2.ltllouZh ou r r cc o r d s indiC2..t~ tl!a: h.~
1i
J;
r ;,;
j:
u Conicrc;-:cC Badge wh ich permitted him. free access, une s.c oz t cd, to all,. -
areas of. the Building oth cr tha n restricted c ornpa r trn ...cntccl ar e a s ,
q!
1972, I attended a rn ect ing in r..fr. Eh=!ich~;:.~1 s12. In: Augu s t of
office 'with Mr. Helms. Mr. Egill<ro;;h and. Mr. David Young were a.Lso
present. Mr. Eh:dichman stated that on behalf of th~ Presidcr..t he. ,'''';'r..ted
to emphasize the irr..pol'to-nCe of p r e s s irsg on wi th the i:westigatio:1. of
unz.utfiorizcd disclosures of classified i.nfo r m at ion , It was appa=enl: from.
Mr. Da,\'icl You:ngls particip2.tion in this mectinr(that he h2.d the co!'_fid.c:lce
and trust of .i\11.".Ehdichman. fi._t that til'ne,
c;:onsiderab.le in..fluc:lce witfi !vi:. Ehrlichman anc. any reluctance to comply
with his requests ,\'.jere invari2.bly met \,lith the rejoi~d.er that "I '\;ill ha,,'c
Mr. Ehrlichman cdl Mr. Helms."
13. l'viy 1:CCO!'cs of n!)"' CO:lt2..cts Y/ith h-!_r'_' Youl'!.ci inscfa.::.- as
specific datcs are concel'Jled 2.re inco:Tlpletc but the above h::-'5i,
I.,:
r
"iiI~
SLlh~crjbccl and ~WOl'li to lJc:forc mc, a I"otary Public,
F",irf.o ...':, St:!LC 0: Vil'zini:c., this _2il._ (:,~yo[ j\.;;C\"'-'---~
Co,',Hn i;,:~ion c;·:pi l'C;, 2') S~:.~~. :,1 ,r ,_. ..clc_'J:_:_(..c;:....' . _
In ~nd [oc the COl~::~)' c:
1973. .l\'[y
L,L.SI.I l_,:..l':.L l}_._.~.:,:o:.i,!.L:_._
Not;.!. t·y ! '\LI,lie
, ., , til /
I
t
~
1
•.
,~
I;'.
I~, .
'i·
I._ ...-.-_"._ - ._'. '--1
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_ 61.2 CIA Director of Security
letter
Retyped From Indistinct Or~giI2-al
Mr. David Young
Room 16
Executive Office Building
The vJhiteHouse
Dave:
Attached is the personality assessment you
requested on Ellsberg. If there are any aspects
of this assessment which, in your opinion requre [sic]
amplification, ~'le would be happy to arrange to
make the individual who prepared it available for
discussion.I know that you appreciate that hm'lever this
is used, the Agency should not become involved.
11 August 1971
Director of Security
[8385]
61.2 CIA Director of Security
letter
--...;'-_. --
CIll-
\
1'.:=. r:~",,"·i::!. -r-ot!..;."J.g
?c- J'::-:. l:~
Eouse
".
Dave;
At ta ch ed 13 the pe r s o ria Li t v a s s e s s rn e nt you
a. 013 L. ~ 0'"" ~l's'-O-r1 - ......, Lr.._q _s'-e~ a ~ .. u-.!.b • .Jj. L-:ere a r-e 2."-'1 ?s..?ec~s._.~
r.a.· ; rn e nt "'f ... ~t...;Ch in "0""" O":J~ ; ..,., '"t'"'~ -~0 s: ,-:1..s as ses s_._ ~". .-."---'- •• , _J. 'J '-'_ :.-_:1_a •• ~ ..:..qu.:. ~
~. r·" , ~.., h L •a.rrrpl if ic a ti o n, '\'...~ wa~,-,- o e 2.p.?:r ro arrange to
make the ind iv.idua I wbo pr cpa r ed it av a il a b l s, fOT
dis cu s s io n,
I know t..'12.t you app:re date fh a t however Gis
is used, the P.gency should not beco::-ne involved.
_-
\
{
}
11 Augus t 1971
Director of Se cu r it.y
--_.-_(.
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61.3 Preliminary psychological
study
Retyped from indistinct or:.!ginal
9 August 1971.
This indirect personality assessment is based primarily on background
material and current impressions derived from press reports, including
newspaper and magazine articles and television interviews. In addition,
selected State department and Federal Bureau of Investigation memoranda
ha;e been reviewed. As the data base is fragmentary and there has been no
direct clinical evaluation of the subject, this indirect assessment should
be considered highly speculative and in no way definitive.
There is nothing to suggest in the material reviewed that Subject
suffers from a serious mental disorder in the sense of being psychotic and
out of contact with reality. There are suggestions, however, that some of
his longstanding personality needs were intensified by psychological pressures
of the mid-life period and that this may have contributed significantly to
his recent actions.
An extremely intelligent and talented individual, Subject apparently
early rilaaehis brilliance evident. It seems likely that there we re sub-
stantial pressures to succeed and that Subject early had instilled in him
expectations of success, that he absorbed the impression that he was special
and destined for greatness. And indeed, he did attain considerable academic
success and seemed slated for a brilliant career.
There has been a notable zealous intensity about the subject throughout
his career. Apparently finding it difficult to tolerate ambiguity and
Retyped from indistinct original.
[8388]
Retyped from indistinct original.
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ambivalence, he was either strongly for something or strongly against it.
The~e were suggestions of problems in achieving full s~ccess, for although
his ideas glittered, he had trouble committing himself in writing. He had
a knack for drawing attention to himself and at early ages attained posi-
tions of considerable distinction, usually attaching himself as a "bright
young man" to an older and experienced man of considerable stature who was
attracted by his brilliance and flair.
But one can only sustain the role of "bright young man" so long. Most
men between the ages of 35 and 45 go through a period of re-evaluation.
Realizing that youth is at an end, that many of their goals and dreams
cannot be achieved, many men transiently sink into despair at this time.
In an attempt to escape from these feelings of despair and to regain a
sense of competence and mastery, there is an increased thrust tmvards new
activity at this time. Thus this is a time of career changes, of extra-
marital affairs and divorce. It is a time when many men come to doubt
their earlier commitments and are impelled to strike off in new directions.
For the individual who is partitularly driven towards the height of success
and prominence, this mid-life period may be a particularly difficult time.
The evidence reviewed suggests that this was so for Ellsberg, a man whose
career had taken off like a rocket, but who found himself at mid-life not
nearly having achieved the prominence and success he expected and desired.
Retyped from indistinct original.
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Retyped from indistinct or:!:_ginal.
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Thus it may we Ll,have been an in-tensified need to achieve significance
that impelled him to release the Pentagon Papers.
There is no suggestion that Subject saw anything treasonous in his
act. Rather, he seemed to be responding to what he deemed a higher order
of patriotism. His exclusion of the three volumes of the papers concerned
with the secret negotiations would support this.
Hany of Subject's own words would confirm the impression that he saw
himself as having a special mission, and indeed as bearing a special re-
sponsibility. On several occasions he castigated himself for not releasing
the papers earlier, observing that since he first brought them to the
attention of the Fo"t·"-·i~;:RelaU.ons Committee, there had been "t.wo invasions II,
more than 9,000 American lives lost, and hundreds of thousands of Viet-
namese deaths.'1 He alsb on several occa~ions had suggested quite strongly
that his action will not only alter the shape of the Vietnam war, but
will materially influence the conduct of our foreign policy and the re-
lationship between the people and the government.
Ellsberg's reactions since ~merging from seclusion have been instructive.
Initially there waS jubilation, an apparent enjoyment of the limelight.
This was succeeded by a transient period wherein there Has a sense of
quiet satisfaction, of acceptance of his neH-found stature, as if his
personally significant action had accomplished wha t he sought to achieve.
Retyped from indistinct original.
[8390]
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Retyped from indistinct original.
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But then, embittered that Congress and the press had not wholeheartedly
supported him, he turned against them. This is not surprising, for
there would seem to be an insatiable quality to Ellsberg's strong needs
for success and recognition.
Retyped from indistinct original.
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, ( 61. 3 Preliminary psychological
st~dy(
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61.4 John Ehrlichman testimony
PRESIDENTIAL CAftlPAIGN ACTIVITiES OF 1972
SENATE RESOLUTION 60 .
HEARINGS
BEFOIlE THE
-.'
SELECT COnI~IrrTEE ON
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES
OF THE
UNITED STATES SENATE
NINETY-THIRD CO~GRESS
FIHST SESSION
"
WATERGATE AND RELATED ACTIVITIES
Phase I: Watergate Investigation
W.ASHlNGTON, D.C., .1uLY IS, 19, :20, 23, 24, .A~D 25, 1973
Book 6
-.
'1'
Printed for the me of the
Select COUlmitttt on Pre!lidential Campaign Act ivit ies
U.S, GOVERNMENT f'H1NTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON: 19;3
for sal~ by tht> ::llPfrintt'!h1'~ril cf DL'Ct:Pi~':',:S, r .5., l ie,,"n':mt:nt Printinr; omco
W~!,;dur:t~m.D.C. ~'··;;J2· p=-;~ ,_.::J
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'f
A.FTERNOO)l' SESSTO)I',TUESDAY, .JULY 2,1, 1073
Senator ERVIX. The committee wi ll come to order.
Mr. DASH. Mr. Ehrl ichman, prior to the luncheon recess you stated
that in your opinion, the em!'}' into the Ellsberg psvchiatrisc's office
was legal because of nat.ional security reasons. I think that ,Y:1.S your
test.imonv. -
:Mr. EimLlcIDuX. Yes.
1\Ir. D_,\SH. Have you :1.1ways maintained that position?
Mr. EHn,LICJDfAX. I\"ell, I do not. know~
Mr. D.\SH. 'When I sa.y always, I am not going back into eons of
time.
Mr. EHHLICH)L\X. I do not know that I have ever been asked to
maintain it one wa.v or the other. r have had a-I had an awareness
of the President's constitutional powers and capacity.
Mr. D ..l,SH. IVell, do you recall when we had our first interview in
my office, rmd we discussed this issue, you expressed shock that such
a thing had occurred. and indicated that von had informed ~[r. Younrr
or ~rr.Krogh to see that this thin,~ should not happen again but yo~
did not take any action such as ordering the firing of these people
because of the general sensitive issues that were involved. Do you
r~all that]
:Mr. EIlRLICJ-DL\)I'.,\YelL that is not on the ground of illegality, Mr.
Dash. I do not think you asked me at that time whetlier-c-what. my
leznl opinion was, for whatever it is worth, What you were asking
m~ was what I did. and that. is "hat I did.
Mr. n\SH. lYell, if it was legal yon would ordinarily have approved
it, would vou not?
Mr. EliF!LTCTl:."lL\X. \lTell, no, the thing that troubled me about it. was
that it was totally unanticipated.
Mr. Dxsrr. Torallv what !
Mr. Em':LIcIDL\X. Unanticipated by me, unauthorized by me.
Mr. n\SIL ,rho was it authorized bv? ,
Mr. ETI nLTCH:."IL\X. \Y c11, I am under the impression that it was
authorized bv ~rr.Krogh. I say under the impression, that has m-en
my consistel;t impression, but it is not based on any personal
knowledge.
Mr. D,\STT. lYell, non', as a matter of fact, ~rr.Elnlichman, did YOU
not porsounl ly approve in advance a .CO'.'~I~ entry into the EIIsl;erg
psychiatrist.'s office for the purpose of gnlllmg access to the psycho-
analvsfs reports?
i\Irr EI.lnLICIDL\X. A covert entry?
Mr. n\SH. Yes. .
Mr. EURI,IC1DL\X. I approved a covert .investigntion. Now, if a
covert entry means a breaking: ami entering, the nnswer to your ques-
t ionis, ;'Xo."n:.\[r. D.\srf. ,rell, let me rrac1 to \-on a memorandllm. anrI tlien I "'illayo it 8ho\\"n to you-would s01l1t'one brillg to ~[r. Ehrliehman andis counsel a copy of i': memorandllm and also h:t\"e it distributNl tomembers of the COl1l1l1lttee? The rI1l'mOra11l1UIllIS dated Atwllst 11
1071, alld it is a mcmol',\lHlllll1 to YOll from nuel Krogh ,tl\cl D:wicl
[8398]
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Young, "Subject: Pentagon Papers Project-status report as of
August 11, urn.': . .. .
I think the relevant III for-mation 15 1Il pamgr-aph ~ ratlro r than the
progrcS3 report 0 f pa ragra ph 1. Let me j ust read 1':1r:lgra ph ~.
We have received the CL\ preliminary p~ych(ll"gical study (Cnll.' attached at
Tab A) which I must ~ay 1 :11Il (li,;apIHJiIlted in nnrl consider very superficial. We
will meet tornorrow with the head p~yc!Jiatri::;t, :'IIr. Bernartl :'Ifa l lov, to impr es ,
upon hirn the dr-t.a il a n.l l!cpth that We expect. \'I'e wi ll a lso 1II:1];!' uvu ilaute to
him here some of the other information. we have received. f rom the FBI on EIL:!-
berg.
Now, more significant:
In this connJction we would recornmeud that a covert operation be under-
taken to examlu« all the medical tiles sti l; held by El lsl.e rgs psychoanalvst CO\"-
ering the 2·year period in which he was undergoing analysis.
, And there is a prov-ision here for approve, disapprove. There is an
"E," which I take it you would recognize as your "B," and in hand wr it-
ng which I would ask if it is your handwriting, the approval and the
and writing is: "If clone under your assurance that it is not traceable."
Mr. EURLICIDU.:-;-. That is correct.
Mr. D"\SH. Now, how would you interpret in this connection your as-
" sistance recommending to you in this connection, "11'e would recom-
mend that. a covert operation be undertaken to examine al l medical files
still held by Ellsberg's psychoanalyst covering the 2-yeal' period in
which he was llnclergoing analysis," and their recommendation taking
place some time prior to the entry and approved by you? .
1\11'. EII1tiJICIDL\X. w-u, no interpretation necessnxy, '-'fr. D,lSh. This
was in the sctting of a previous conversation in which it was contem-
plated that these two men would go to the coast to do this invest iga-
tion as the President's statement of '.\Iay 22 savs.
The effort here was to fincl out cvel:ything that could be found out
about .the people and thc circumstances surrounding Ellsberg in all
respects. .
Now, whether a psychiatric profile. as such helps an innstigation
or in that situation, is something that the ('xJWl'ts \\"ollJd han to tell
you. It is somethillg that I certainl.\" cannot second-guess about. Dut
the point here is that thc ill\"('sti~;Ltion was already a\lthurized and
was going to go fonynrd. Xo,,". COHti, in its literal meanin!!. and in
its c\'el'yday meaning. is simply that it. is a cO\'erecl operation: that
is to SHY, YOll do not identify _yollrself as being an illHstigatol' from
the separate committee 01'--
Mr, DASH. "'onld it CO\'er this, ~rr.Ehrlichman, so at least we
agree on terms-
Mr, EIIRLICTDL\X. Do YOU \\'ant to heal' the rest of it?
~rr. D.\SIl. I am sorn. I didn't want to intC'rrupt yon.
1\11', EIIRLrCIDux. Thank you.
~ry COl\ccrn, and t he reason t hat I cprta in Iy ncqniescpcl in the ns!'
of tho term "coyer" here, \\'as that I was llotkcl'n on tht' concept of
the 'White House ha\'ing in\"('sti!!:itors in the' fil·hl and blO\\'n to bc
in the field, and I jll:;;t dOll't think [mill a public standpoillt, hom n
public rC'lations st:lIlclpoint. from a 1'II1>1ic policy staiHlpoint. that
that is a desirable situatioll. and I \\'as not :IIlXiollS to ll;\\'p, :ll1\·boch·
go in and flash a \\'hite IIoll:'t'yass. cl"(.'lll'lItiab. and say "I an, frOlil
tho "'hite Honsc and I W:lllt tIllS or that alld r wailt to :l;;k I)ll\'stions."
'.
•
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THE WHITE HoUSE:
WASHINC1'ON.
AU!;\lst 11, Inl
MEMOrtANDUM FOR: JOHN D. EHl1LlCHlv~
(;J~
BUD K,ROGll/;\.cW I?AV1D YOU~G~~)\
FROl\{:
SUDJECT:
PENTI>.GON PAPERS PROJECT STATUS
REPORT AS OF AUGUST 11, 1971 \'
(1) Wher~' th lng s st a nd in the Grancl Jury investi!;ations.
The L05 An':"1cs Grand Jury Ia s t week subpoenaed six people. Mc s s r s ,
Burt Wallrich, Arne GuilLoile', Spencer i\iArx ancl Jc ck ic Barnet all
l'ppearecl a nd t ool; the Fifth Amendment. Albc r eApp lcbv arid Jane Yourna n
ar c presentli' out s i.lc of California on va c a t ion IllHl wilt be subpoenaed
wilen they call be 5"1"\'0<1. Elbbcr[;'s old telephone records were also
s\lbpoenaed but w c r c not available s iric c t11" recorcb w c r e not kept, ha ck
that Ia r , His D,"Illl;americnru records have a l s o been subpoenaed but have
not yet been received.
The Boston Grand Jury will meet next week. Justice has not marla Il final
decl~t is c ons Id c r ing subpoenain!; the [oHowin!; individuallJl
'.
Un;. LOllis JvIa r x (mother o! Mr8.El1s~.erl!)
S"lnuel Popl<in (Harvard)
Rich;uu F<:Ilk (Pdnceton)
Ralph St"viIlS (IPS)
Richa r d Ba r nc t (IPS)
Marcus Raskin
1(. Dunn GiCCord (I>. Iricnd o! Sheehan a nd Ellsbcrg who stayed
at l'rcnclw<:IY i\{otor Housc Mi\ rch 20th, when Sheehan was
then" )
R\cha r d Steadman
It seenlS unlikely (ha t D,,"rnet, Ra~~nd Gi!for~ will be called because
they have been ove rhea ril.. -
(2) We have reccived the CIA preliminary psycholoGical study (copy
,otta~hed nt Tau A) which I must say I am dis;)ppointcd in and c on s id e r
,very lIuperlicial. We will meet tomorrow with the head psychi;)trist.
Mr. Dernard M;)l1oy. to impress upon him the elc ta l l anti clcpth tltat we
expect, We will also make I'vailalJle to him here some oC tho other inrornlation
I
.:I
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wo hnv~' rc ce lvc d Iro rn the FBI un ElI,;hcrc:Jln thi3 connc ct ion
We WUIIIe! I"ct:omlllC ,,,1 lh;,t n cove rt ope ra t ion be uncle r t ak cn to I
~~,~iicnl files Rli·ll held by Ell"hcq;'s ps vcho ..nalyst
covnrlnll the two-yei\r period in which he wa s \ll1tleq;oill~ a na l y s is ,
Appro"e __ ._~____ Di s a pp r ovc
"r d.U)ti!. l.........l=. '(:alA a;;;::l uxa......c..Q.. '\8/~ ''_\ in -rtc\ <\-16..c..QC •.l,,~ -
(3) We have received n ldter Ir orn Director lJoover conCi rr "ing thal
the El l s b c r g case ",;<1 r c la tc d matters will ho handled on a "Durenu
Spociat'lJasis,
(4) We have t a s kc d CIA with doing a leak ns s c a smc nt on allleOlk9
.Inee January., 1969, along tho lines of the ntt~chod memorandum
At Tab B.
•
(G) We are c ont inul nj; to press the FUI to determine whether the
rcport oC a Coot locker containing film mat:,,;dncs storccl for El lsb c r g
with Bc k in s Van and Storage Company in California is ind e cd accurate,
anel what the content oC th e films is . The Coot locker was app a r e nt l y
plcketl up by a friend of El l s b c r g , a reporter Cor Dispatch News Service,
Dn vi d Oh s t , who ind icat c d th a t t hc contcnts of the foot locker wero
necdctl tor a book to be published in New York.
(7) Altachetl "t Tab C is a memorandum Irom Richard Smyser on
Impact ot (a) Ellsbeq; C;!9C, (b) a n c xp os c o Lth c 1963 coup, and
(c) the drll[; situation in South Vielnam, £1:1. (a) South Victn a rn e s e
election, (b) tho U. S. election, and (c) on peace negotiations.
(.
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Retyped From Indistinct Original
_ 61.6 Egil Krogh and David Young
memorandum
_",...- ---
Augus t 11, 1971
MEMORANDlJM FOR: JOHN D. EHRLICHMAN
FROM: BUD KROGH fu~DDAVID YOUNG
SUBJECT: PENTAGON PAPERS PROJECT - STATUSREPORT AS OF AUGUST 11, 1971
(1) w'here things stand in the Grand Jury investigations.
The Los Angeles Grand Jury las t week subpoenaed six people. Hessrs.
Burt Hallrich, Arne Guilfoile, Spencer Marx and Jackie Barnet all
appeared and took the Fifth Amendment. Albert Appleby and Jane Youman
are presently outside of California on vacation and will be subpoenaed
when they can be served. Ellsberg's old telephone records were also
subpoenaed but were not available since the records we re not kept back
that far. His Bankamericard records have also been subpoenaed but have
not yet been received.
The Boston Grand Jury will meet next we.ek, Justice has not made a final
decision but is considering subpoenaing the following individuals:
Mrs. Louis Marx (mother of Mrs. Ellsberg)
Samuel Popkin (Harvard)
Richard Falk (Princeton)
Ralph Stavins (IPS)
Richard Barnet (IPS)
Narcus RaskinK. Dunn Gifford (A friend of Sheehan and Ellsberg who stayed
at Tread,,rayMotor House Harch 20th, when Sheehan was
there.)
Richard Steadman
It seems unlikely that Barnet, Raskin and Gifford \.;rillbe called because
they have been overheard.
[There is no Item 2 in the origiEal memorandum]
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Retyped from Indistinct Original
(3) He have received a letter from Director Hoover confirming that
the Ellsberg case and related matters w i Ll,be handled on a "Bureau
Special" basis.
(4) He have tasked CIA with doing a leak assessment on all leaks
since January, 1969, along the lines of the attached memorandum
at Tab B.
Approve Disapprove __
(6) He are continuing to press the FBI to determine whether the
report of a foot locker containing film magazines stored for Ellsberg
with Bekins Van and Storage Company in California is indeed accurate,
and what the content of the films is. The foot locker was apparently
picked up by a friend of Ellsberg, a reporter for Dispatch News Service,
David Obst, who indicated that the contents of the foot locker were
needed for a book to be published in New York.
(7) Attached at Tab C is a memorandum from Richard Smyser on
impact of (a) Ellsberg case, (b) an expose of the 1963 coup, and
(c) the drug situation in South Vietnam, on (a) South Vietnamese
election, (b) the U. S. election, and (c) on peace negotiations.
-2-
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:2p.0~ ..r: nUD I\..RCGH A:;:ID D..:\. 'lID YOTj?-iG
SUBJECT: PENT}\.GON P_-\.?ZP-.S PROJZCT - ST....\ TUS
REPOR7 AS 07 AUC:';-S:;:'11, IS?1
Tb~ LD3 An~ele:s Gr3.nd Jury bst we~~<::3ubI)c':m.acd sL~ peop'le , - [-(f~S3l·='.
Burt 'W:lll:-1cn, Ar~~ Gu ilfo il e , S?~nce::" Ma:';: and Ja clci e Ba:-::et :1.11
Th~ BO:3~-:ln GT~::1d Jury ~,7nlrrs e-e t :::.ex~ "":"/~ek. Jt.utk~ ba3 net rria de a .f!""'al
ceci9icn b~.lt ~3 con::lid~:-i::!.; snopoe.=.a.ug the f611C":"l'!;:!gij'~di-rldna13;
K..
?"C r; :·2:\d~.v~f
t1~c7e. )
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tI1'=:! Z) j~=c; ca s e arid r-e l at e d r:-~2.:.:t.::!1~~wi l I b e h~"'1c.l~d 0:1. a ~J3t..::-2a~..::.
... ..' .,r/... .
.Jp~Cl;)'.!. oa a i s .
(.1' 'l/e h a ve ta3:,~d CI..:\ \'?i~h d o in z a le;:\'~ ~~33'~33~eQt orr ~111~~~3
\ -I ~
5i~cc J:tIl11)'::-Y, 170'0, ;J.lvn:; t:-:~ Iin e a of ::~e (~:ta::~~d. ~er:--J.·::L:-2.r:.du.::::l
at Ta0 B.
'~:ODrove.. _ ---------- Di s appr ov e ------~----------
(6) ·V!e a r-e con~i.:luin.g to P!'~:35 tl1e FBI -;:0 Q'2·:el""I:"'!i:::.e wnathc1"' t.."13
. ,..c" "I • • • . ""1 ......:! ~ -.~Tepo;:!; 01 3. .:.OO!:. lOc:.C·=:!: COf'.:;2.L1JU::; H rn ~a2J.Z.U:le3 .3C.~'!"2.o.. ~O:" ~:.lg".:J.~:;.-g
' ..' B '-' ., "\1".,.. ...nd '--.~o-aa;=o CO""""""'U" 1"'", ;:>l.fO,.....,l"" 1.::1 1-'C.=>;:,r1",~ ,_vr..;..n ... 2 ....ijJ.'" • c...o... C~~ '-'- ~ 0- ~'<""'" J .. '-'-~._ -~ ~ _.;> ~ ..... _ - ...... cu r a ..a·7
(7),.:tt2.ch~c12.t To.b C isa m erno r an curn f:::o:-n Ri:::~rd SmY.3er o a
·l·......,n<>,..~ ~ I:->} c:'119i::l':l-'" C"3"'" (b) an eY""103"" or 4." .. 1 Q;'3 -01.:0 and':"'-'''1 ~-, \.J \- ~.J...... J,...3 c.... -,. "'r - ... l"....I. .. _ ,,_,. ~ "- 1..,
" ., ..::' .. ,,.. . ( ).. ., -~.......(c) tne dru._s S.!.~.J.~i:l0n In 001..!.~' v i e rn a rrr, or: . 2. ~·~l~:..a.. V12:.....;J..:L.~e'3~
r!l~::.tio-:-!.1 (n) L~-= u .. 3. 21~'2:!'Q!1) ?-.!d {c:) 0:1 22~'::~ :1~2'J~i:!.tlc7!3 ..
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